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ABSTRACT

This study surveyed use of computers by Manitobars
secondary school physics teachers in 19gg-99.
The most freguent use of the computer reported was for

instructionar

management. onry 52.9% were crassified

as

more

than occasionar users of the computer. The type of user a
teacher was depended on age, school location and other
demogråphic ractors.
rn agreement with other studies, this
study found computer use by physics teachers was roç¿. onry
7"o of the respondent group regularly used computers in crass.
All appl ications were eval_uated favorably.
Most physics teachers who used computers rrere selftaught or had taken credit courses. rn-service training

found to be the least effective.

was

Lack of suitable software,

access to computers and time were reported as the greatest
barriers to computer use. A majority of the respondents
did not see the computer as playing a significant rore in
their teaching at present but did see that role changing
significantly
over the next 10 years.
The findings were discussed, concl_usions drawn and
implications for future practice were made.
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Chapter I
I NTRODUCTI

ON

This study examined the use of the computer by the
physics teachers of the secondary schools of the province oÊ
Manitoba. Computers have proven themsel_ves as indispensable
tools in both business and industry. As a form of
educational technology, the computer has been used in
education to perform many functions,
BACKGROUND

TO THE STUDY, RATIONALE

Mainframe and mini-computers were l-osing favor with

educators in the early

s but the introduction of the
micro-computer or the personal computer regenerated interest
in the computer as educational- technology. (Kinzer,
Sherwood, & Bransford, 1986), Since its introduction in 1975
the increase in its power and the decrease in its cost has
brought the computer into nearly every school in the country
and in the province.
Personal computers began appearing in the schools of
3,970,

Manitoba around l-980 (Educational Technology Program tETPl,
1989). A recent study (ETP, 1989) found that almost every

school in the province had at least one computer and there
vJere over I0,000 computers for the over 200,000 students in
the schools of Manitoba.

studies have been conducted to determine the
degree to which teachers use the computer. PreIle and
Hiatt (1989) surveyed California physics teachers.
Numerous

Collis, Kieren, Therrien & [ùood (1999) surveyed grade
11 students as to their ineractions rvith computers. Another
American study (Lehman, 1985) surveyed high school science
teachers. ETP (1987) did a survey of arl- teachers in ar1
subject areas and Becker (1933) did as well.
The surveys mentioned were agreement with each other;
computer use is low. physics teachers are adequatei-y

prepared to use the computer but are unable to make
widespread use of the computer because of a Lack of funding to provide adequate numbers of computers, adequate

softrvare, and adequate time for training and preparati-on.
Physics teachers use the computer most for wordprocessing,
working with marks and demonstrations.
STATEMENT

OF THE

PROBLEM

the abilities of the computer have
been rnade and many mirrions of dorlars spent on computer
equipment and training. Teachers may feel pressure from many
fronts to use the computer in their teaching and may werr
want to use the computer but encounter barriers that limit
their effort.s.
This sLudy sought to determine what computer
appì-ications were being used, to what degree they were being
Many cJ-aims about

used and the barriers encountered to computer use and how
computer use e{as rerated to vari.ous demographic factors.
Teacher opinion on several computer reLated issues was also
sought.

This study shoul-d assist in the future implementation of
computer in physics classrooms. rt provides some data for
comparison to other findings.
rnformation contained in
the study about barriers

to computer applicatÍon

encountered

by teachers will

assist in guiding pre-service and in-servíce
training.
Areas of successfuÌ application may be shared
priorities
among colleagues.
may be set as to which
appJ-ications should be strengthened first.
RESEARCH OUESTIONS

This study addressed the foÌlowing questions:
- lr¡hich complrter apprications are being used by physics
teachers and to what extent?
- [{hich computer applicatÍons

wourd physics teachers

like to use?
- !ühich computer appJ-ications would physics teachers not
like to use?
- I¡ühich computer applications

are physics teachers not

aware of?

- t¡ühich computer applications

are of most value

Lo

physics teachers?
- How do physics teachers evaLuate those computer
applications they have used?
- For which physics topics have teachers used the
computer

?

- To what extent have physics teachers seen various
student initiated appLications of the compLer?

- lühat barriers

do physics teachers encounter in their
attempts to use the computer in their teaching?

- lrlhat is physics teacher opinion about the present and
future rol-e of the computer in their teaching?
- what is physics teacher opinion about their
tr a ining?

tevel of

- Do physics teachers view the computer as
having more advantages or disadvantages?
- lùhat do physics teachers think their students should
know about the computer?
- How do physics teacher compare themsel_ves to their
corLeagues in other subject areas in their use of the
computer

?

Physics teachers t responses to these questions will be
related to various teacher and schoor demographic factors.
The various factors considered will_ be: (a) sex, (b) âg€, (c)

years of teaching experience, (d) university degrees, (e)
number of university physics courses, (f) number of physics
classes being taught, (S) training in computer applications,
(h) location of school, (i) school enrollment, (j) number of
science teachers in the school, (k) number of physics
students enrol_Ied, (l) number of computers available for
physics use, (m) personal- ownership of a computer, and (n)
type of computer user.

CHAPTER

II

Review of the Related Literature
The Historv

of Educational Technoloqv

Educational lechnoloqv defined.
Cuban (1986) defined useful instructional

technology

as

" any device available to teachers for use in instructing
students in a more efficient and stimulating manner than the
sole use of the teacherts voicett (p. 4). lùhat educators (but
not necessarily teachers, cuban notes) have been looking for
is greater productivity in education. This search for
something that will make children learn more and learn faster
is what Cuban called an "errant passion.r? It is errant
because it denies the compLexity of what happens between the
teacher and the student in the crassroom. cuban said that in
this search for efficiency educators have considered the
lecture, fiIm, radio, television, and microcomputers.
Introducinq educational technoloqv - Cubants four step
cvcl-e.
Cuban (l-986) studied the use of technology in education

during this century by examining the use of film, radio, and
television.
According to Cuban film was first used in L910"
radio in 1923, and television in 1953, Based on his study,
Cuban

noticed a four step cycle that occurred with each form

of technology.
The first

step occurs with the introduction of the

i-nnovation to education. This is accompanied by great claims
and optimistic predictions of the impact the technology ç+irI
have on education. rt is claimed that what teachers do wil_I
be greatry different and students will rearn much more

efficientry.

that , experience should make
us wary of dramatic positive or negative claims.'r
Not long after the technology is introduced there comes
the call for scientific study and demonstration of the craims
made. The devices are invariably shown to be as effective as
Adams (1995) says

the conventionar method but the optimism is marred by a
pockets of negative feedback.

few

Further study shows rimited crassroom adoption. This
resul-ts in disappointment, a characteristic of the third
stage of the cyc1e. criticism is deal_t against teachers and
administrators
The fourth stage is reached when strong feelings and

negative opinions are directed towards educators braming
for being cl-osed-minded, conservative and a hindrance to
better education. The British,
this rt teacher bashingtr.

as Cuban (19S6) relates,

them

cal_I

rt. in fact cuban is correct, at which of the above
stages do educators in Manitoba find Lhemserves? Dramatic
claims have been heard here, studies have been and are being
done. [{hat use patterns are in evidence and hoçs are the
survey results being received? rf dissatisfaction is voiced
and fingers pointed are the educators being bLamed?

Historv

of the Comouter

Four generations of comÞuters and bevond.
fn an effort to increase his calculating power, man
invented many machines. From the counting machines of

has

Pascal, Babbage and HoIlerith to the cal-culators of stibitz
and Aiken we have the precursors to the first generation
computer, the ENIAC, made in 1946. This machine weighed 30
tons, was the size of a smal-l house, used tremendous amounts
of electricity and performed s000 carcurations per second.
Later' improved versions !Íere the
UNIVAC

computer Fras made in

EDVAC

and the uNrvAC.

The

19S1.

second generation computers made use of transistors

instead of tubes. computers were now the size of a siâar1
room and could do i.00,000 operations each second. The third
generation o f computers used s il icon lvafers or rrch ips " that
incorporated many circuit

el-ements in a very smal-I space.

These computers used micro-processors and were again reduced

in size to that of a refrigerator.
They couÌd now perform
millions of carcurations a second. tìJith miniaturization
continuing, the fourth generati-on of the computer reached the
desk-top size so familiar today. Today's machines use Large
Scale rntegrated circuits

or very Large scale rntegrated
circuits, LSI or VLSI respectively. Today¡s personal
computers are portabì-e, can do 20 million operations a second
and consume only a minimum of electrical

energy.

Another vray to classify the computer is by the task it
is asked to do. cartwright (1989) gave the folrowing list.

First generation computers were number crunchers. Seco nd
generation computers became data processors and the next
generation could handle word processing. The fourth
generation computers of today are asked to process ideas.
And the next generation? Cartwright suggests these will
artificial
intelligence.

have

Personal comouters.
According to Kinne (rgB2), the first micro-computer
availabre was the Artair 8900. rt sord in rg75 for $20003000 '
Today a machine of comparabre computing power wour_d
cost about s500. rn rgzr the first personar compute's Írere

on the market in the form of the pET and the TRS-80. cor_or
graphics were added in Lg7g. rn 1gB1 rBM entered the
personal computer market with its pc at about the same time
that xerox and Her¡r-itt-packard did and the personar computer
became r'legitimized".

fnitialJ_y making an impact on business, the personal
computer soon made a dramatic impact on education, rn 19g3
Time magazine named it

?rthe newsmaker

of the year,f .
(Freidrich, 1983). {¡üirliams and McDonard (1982) in
News¡eqE
remarked about the personar- computer and education in an
article entitled " The Great Computer Frenzy r. Cartwright
(1989) says that f' the infiltration
(by computers) into
business and education and ar1 aspects of our society

has

been nothing short of remarkable.

hlhether you bel ieve in

them or curse them, they are here to stay.

They are not

going to go àway ; their march is steady and relentless
nothing can stop them" (p. 15).

and

The fmnact of the Computer
The personal computer rekindled excitement in the

possibilities

of finding computer applications in education.
There have been mèny cLaims made about the computer and there
are also many myths held. Adams (19g5) said that exaggerated
claims, whether they are positive or negative, do no good.
He conceded that the computer has the potentiarity

of making
fr the clas-sroom a'very dif ferent pì.ace a place
where
teacher and student can exist as totaL human beings, reacting
and interacting ef fectivety v,¡ith one another,' (p. 3s). Bork
) has speculated that over the next 25 years the
computer will become the dominant derivery system for most
subjects. The computer v¡ir1 not only affect how we rearn but
( 1985

also what we learn. Reif (1995) stated that the computer has
great potential as a versatile media of instruction, as a
tool with powerful teaching capabilities and as a means of
effective distribution of education.
People hold several myths about computers as well.
Nathan (1985) listed and discussed seven such myths. The
first myth deal-t with the idea Lhat the cornputer is neutraljust another too1. cartwright (L9g9) gave several_ exampres
that show how technology changes us. calcurators

have

changed the way we do math and banking machines have
changed
the way vre handr-e money. Berieving that the computer is the

most effective eiay to teach most subjects was the substance
of the third myth. Bork (19g5) expressed such an optimism
but arso cautioned that nothing assures computers wirr be
used successfulry and will improve rearning to that extent.

Baker (1984) also refuted the myth, He said that
technological advances brought into the cr_assroom donrt
automaticall-y read to better rearning, educaLional progress
nor curricurum improvement. The fourth myth mentioned by
Nathan stated that computers witr revor.utionize our schoors.
As previously noted' the impact of the computer is Le.st

discussed in terms of potentialities,
in terms of
possibilities.
The fifth of Nathan's seven myths deaLt with
the feeLing that the ressons r.earned from past attempts to
introduce technology in the cLassroom were clear and obvious.
Contrary to the case, Nathan stated that the value of
educational- TV is stirl being debated. Adams (19g5) hoped
that the mistakes made in that regard are not repeated with
computers and other authors (Braun, 19g0, and Cuban,
1gg6)
have echoed the feeling.

.

The Role of the Teacher.

The computer wilr- have än impact on the rore of the
teacher. I¡ühether this impact is seen as positive or negative
wirl depend largery on the teacherrs first experiences on

implementing the technology into their teaching.
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Adams

(1985) contended that the computer will provide more
opportunity for human interaction, but Iike prev ious
technoLogies the comÞuter wil-1 al-so increase the
responsibilities of the teacher. As an exampr_e of such

a

case Hawkridge (1983) pictured a teacher trying to dear with
a computer, TV monitor and input device as werr_ as handre a
cl-ass that may choose to be uncooperative at the same time.

This sets up a student - computer - teacher triangre that may
or may not enhance the educational situation.
Baker (19g4)
argued that if the computer, being equally effective as a
person, were used to provide more time for teacher-student
contact then why not use that same money spent on computers
to lower the pupil-teacher ratio? After all, the teacher is
more sensitive, flexibIe, adaptable and personable than a
computer.

A more optimistic

view was taken by Aiken and Braun
( 1980 )
' The teacher rore can change from one of lecturer and
primary source of information to one of facilitator and
consul-tant. However, Aiken and Braun said that anyone who
thinks the computer can provide the total rearning program is
being overzealous. Bork (19gs) characterized his rore as
having "shifted from functioning primarily as a lecturer to
functioning primarily as individual tutor for students in
difficultytr (p. L7r). He vras 'reffectively the court of r_ast
resort, the teaching-rearning device students could appeal to
when al-1 el-se failed" (p.ITI),

i.1

The Role of the Student.

Properly used the computer can greatry change the rore
of the student as wel-r as that of the teacher. Mitcherr(1980) saw the studentrs role changing from one
of passive
information receptacle to that of active information
processor; from synchronized with others to seJ,f-paced; from
rock-step sequence to student controlled sequence and from
teacher controlled to student controlled.
The student will
have much more control over aspects such as sequence, scope,
approach, level- of difficurty,
pacing and other aspects of
learning. Baker (1984) did caution, however, that the
computer can lead to student passivity just like -rro other
educationar medium. Bork ( r-9g5) and others ar-so mentioned

that using the computer can lead to the stu'dent being
interactive v¿ith the material and receiving more

more

individual ized attention.
The Place of Education.

!üith the proliferation of computers in public places
such as libraries, shopping centres, airports and other
pubJ-Íc Learning centres there wirl be increased pressure
to
move education out of the schools and out into the worrd,
anywhere computers can be provided.

Bork (19g5) envj_sioned
such a possibility and Mitche11 (1gg0) also saw a much more
open learning system. More education can take place at home.
According to cartwright (i.9g9), the saturn school project in
st.Paul" Minnesota involved the providing of a computer and a

L2

to every student. The school day would have the
students spending about one-third of the day in each of three
settings. These would be in project work with other
modem

students, meeting with specialized teachers and in working
with the computer and other technology.
Not everyone eias pleased with such a prospect.
Hawkridge (1983) stated any move to reduce face-to-face
education by too'large a degree wourd weaken the educational
sy.stem. cuban (1986) 'was in agreement with this concern. He
refered to the "DNA of the classroom'(p. 8l-) that is so

difficult

to undersiand and often not considered
educational technology is introduced.

when

Computer Appl- ications
ModeIs.

There are many metaphors used to represent various
computer appricalions. layror (1980) described the computer

as either a tutor, a tool or a tutee. Similar to this Lehman
( l-985 ) had described the computer às instructor,
as too j- or
as an object of instruction.
In an article by the
Association for the Education of reachers of science IAETSI
ad hoc committee on computers in science education

(

19g5 )
"

Luerhman was mentioned as talking about learning from the

computer" learning with the computer and learning about the

computer. Arso mentioned were Goldberg and shervrood who
added learning about thinking with the computer and managing
rearning with the computer. Edwards (r978) refered to the

13

computer as ins tructor,

lai:ora tory, object of instruction,

caÌcul-ator and teacher aide. The following discussion of
computer application is based on Lehmanrs model.
The Computer as Instfuctor.

under this category Lehman (1995) listed instructionaL
computer applications such as drill and practice, tutorj_als,

simulations, and games.
rn the role of providing drilr and practice the computer
is tireless, patient, non-discriminating and can provide much
needed extra exposure at the student r s pace and control .
hihen the computer is used in the tutorial mode it can

help the student review previously taught material and help
fill in the missing pieces, consolidate concepts and develop
better overal-l feeling for the topic. As a tutor, the
computer deals with more compl-icated materiar than drirl
practise but is not for first time presentatÍon of the

and

material.
There are many reasons why computer demonstrations or
simurations can be justified. Dunkam (rg77) gave the

following reasons:
1. The equipment is not available, is to costly or is
too compl icated.
2. The real world contains too small a sample.
3. The reaL experiment is too difficurt or time
consuming.

4. Danger prevents doing the real experiment

T4

5.
Ê--t
!qÐ

The time scale of the experiment is too slow or

L.

6. No direct experiment is available - in ecology,
genetics, or disease.
7. The variable being measured is too difficurt
quant i fy

to

.

B. The computer creates an ideal_ world.
9. The rear worrd can be compared to the non-real worrd
of the computer.
computer games provide a moti-vating setting in which the

student may practice and apply the concepts Iearned.
The Comouter as Tool

would argue, ãs Tinker (19g4) has put it, that labs
are messy, uninteresting, too expensive, take up too much
Some

room and present too serious a safety risk.
These same
peopl-e see the computer as a simulation device that can

safely and economically replace alr the objectionable aspects
of the lab before the computer came along. Tinker stated
this was a grave mistake and misapprication of the computer,s
power. His solution is to use the computer as a laboratory
instrument, a tool that alrows students to quantì.fy the world
around them.
Tinker (1984) and Lehman (L985) suggested the computer
may be used

as a tool to colIect, analyze and display
laboratory data. some of the date gathering and anarysis
possible using the computer are: measuring time, temperature,

1_5

light intensity, acousticaL signars, frequencies, EMFrs, pH,
capacitor discharge, and the position, speed and acceleration
of an object. The computer can also generate data tables
dispì-ay the data in graphical form.

and

some have argued

that the computer is too comprex to
use' produces information mysteriously and is hardly
necessary since adequate methods exist alreacy. Tinker
(1981) presented these arguments on behalf of sceptics and

refuted each in turn.

The sceptic säys the introduction

oÉ

computers Ín the Iab rvirl necessitate the learning of new
skirls such as programming. To this Tinker repries that most

applications use

rrcannedrr programs

that the student simpry
uses or accesses by pushing a few keys on the computer. The
computer should be as easy to use as a pinball machine.
Admittedly not all computers are but they could be.
The second reason for hesitancy on the part of the
sceptic was the mystery of the machine. The computer

produces numbers, graphs and tabres as if by magic. The
student wontt understand any better and, perhaps, even less

than if the computer had not been used. Tinker replies that
any technorogy needs to be trusted. A feering for cau.se and
effect and a chance to use the technology arl_ows the student
to calibrate their experience. They can perform ä certain
action and almost immediately see the result as presented by
the computer and make a connection. The use of the compuLer
greatly reduces the time between the doing of the experiment
and the final presentation of the results.

16

necessary is the computer to the rab after^ atl?
Aren't present methods adequate? To this third argument
.Tinker (19s1)
repries that using the computer arl_ows more
experiments to be done, aflows more trials during an
experiment to be done, and permits the experiment Lo be done
How

quicker and in less time. The student, havj_ng less
calculation to do, has more time to think aboul the
experiment and what actual_1y went on.
The computer, äs a tooL, may be used as a writing aide
when used

as a word processor. The v¡ord processor may be
used to generate written materials Iike tests, worksheets,
reviews, notes' experiments and reports. The students can
use the computer in this mode to write their reports,
spreadsheet programs can handle data from experiments,
complicated calculations and even store, display and
calculate student marks.

Lehman (198S)

asserted that the computer can be studied
as an object of instruction in that students rearn how the
computer works or the students rearn how to make the computer

work for them

they learn how to program the computer
Learning how the computer works involves studying the
mathematics of binary code, hexadecimal notation, Boolian
algebra and logic circuits with ,,andr? gates, ,,or?r gates and
"

trlìorrr gates, for exampre. The circuitry

integrated circuits

and manufacture clf

could be studied as welf

L7

-

Programming the computer, the computer being the

fttuteer'' as Tayror ( 1980 ) has put it,
has the student
instructing the computer as to what to do. ft has been said
that you cantt teach what you don,t know. successful
programming of the computer reguires that the student

thoroughry unclerstand the question, the concepts being taught
and so use those concepts and related skills to
'rteach' the
computer what to do,

cuban (1986)- looked at the introduction of fir_m, radio
and ,rio.p to the crassroom and noted the reasons teachers
gave as to why they did not use that particular technoì-ogy

,

more. The records of firm use show that teachers had not
used film more because they had no training, lhe cost of
films was prohibitive, the equipment and maintenance was too
high, the equipment was not avairabr-e at the proper time and
it

difficult

finding the right firm and the proper prace
to use it in the curriculum.
Later' radio was introduced into the crassroom. The
eras

surveys of teacher usage revealed the foll_owing reasons for
the limited use of this technorogy: (a) no equipment - 50%"
(b) schedule difficutties
- 23%, (c) poor eguipment - I9on,
(d) no information
I4%, (e) poor reception
L4%, (f)
program not reLated I0%, (g) other activities more valuable
1-0%,

and

(

h

)

no

t interes ted -
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T%

.

At this point Cuban (1986) noted that these corresponded
closely to the reasons given for limited film use. He then
mentioned video with inconvenient broadcast time, no
equipment or facilities,
no time and inconvenient facil_ities
comprising 75e" of the reasons as to erhy teachers didnrt use

video programs more. lrlhile some of these reasons are
pecuriar to the technorogy, one can recognize some that might
equally apply to the computer.
Computers.

Prelle and Hiatt (1989) found that the most reported
constraints on computer use were inadequate funding,
inadequate preparation time, and inadequate numbers of
computers. Corresponding wi th this, PreÌIe and Hiatt found

that the most reported enabl ing factors to computer use were
having an adequate quantity of computers available, having
appropr iate

software, and having adequate preparation time.
rn various studies the matter of software was the
greatest barrier to computer use; teachers rrere not happy
with the quality,

the quantity nor the variety of software
available. According to Aiken and Braun (i.980) r'teachers see
the lack of high-quarity courseÍ{are as the most serious
obstacle to the wider use of the computer,' (p. 45).
Hawkridge (1983) stated that the quarity of the courseerare or
software may be lacking in either the scope or content. The
information in the program may be dated or of low standard

t9

and it may nol use the computer to its futl ability.
Biar.o
and Erickson (19g5) stated that most courseware is poorly
designed and does noL take advantage of the potentialities
and capabilities of the computer. Tashner (19g4)

indicated there have been tremendous gains in the quarity of
software availabre but that most is stilr- of poor quality.
Martin ( 1980 ) said that good courseware exists but
"singularly unstyrish programs are being written" (p. 13).
Evans (1986) evaluated most software as being of poor quarity
and only reflecting

the ordinary teaching style of the person

who wrote it.

The quantity of courservare and software is also
unsatisfactory to most teachers, Martin (19g0) said it takes
1000 hours of writing time to produce l- hour of good

software.

Braun (i.980) noted thar pubrishers of computer
programs v¡ere reluctant to invest time and money where there
was a low market and purchasers of programs eyere unwilling to
spend their money unress there was an adequate suppry from

which to choose. This vicious cycle, Braun stated, will only
be broken if governments step in with funding to heì_p both
s

ides

.

once given access to some software. a teacher must find
the time to evaluate the item and prace it at an appropriate

place in the curriculum. Griffin (19g4) said that educators
do not have the time, training, resources or the inclinatÍon
to develop their own materials.
Evans (1986) stated that the problem of temperamental
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esuipment and the idiosyncrasies of the technology have
defeated the attempts of some teachers to implement the
computer into their crassrooms. This problem, according to
Walker (7984). r{as not made easier by the fact that the
technorogy is changing rapidJ-y. lùhen a teacher is j ust

learning, íL is easy to look foorish and do more harm that
good. Evans went on to say that some teachers canrt adapt
their teaching style to suit the technorogy and others are
threatened by the impacl of computers in their teaching area.
Tashner (1984) agreed Ín that he said many computers are
stilL difficurt to use and many teachers are stitl untrained

to use them effectively.
The mismatch that can occur between the hardÍiare and the

software can also frustrate attempts to implement the
computer into the classroom. A school may acquire software
to fit a certain system. At some future date that system may
be changed causing the software to be useress. The teacher
is noç'I faced with the question as to whether they rearn a new
system and whether they spend additional funds to restore

that part of their curricurum previousry taught using the
computer.

The technology that is in the schools is not always

available.

(l-987) pointed out that computers kept
locked in one room r+ith the key kept elsewhere and the
McGee

software in a third location will do Littre to draw teachers
to the technology. Teachers need the technology in their
classrooms. On the other hand, Bear (1984) found that

2I

putting a computer in a classroom v¡iLhout training the
teacher had no effect on student performance. one ETp study
(1987 ) found that inadequate access to computgrs
eias one
reason teachers did not use them more. In fact, less than
with the degree of access they had to the
computers in their school. prel1e and Hiatt (19g9) concl_uded
in their study that the number of computer systems avairabre
50% erere happy

was insufficient

to support extensive use and restricted
teacher's selection of applications. prerre and Hiatt found
the computer being widely used, but only where a single
computer ç{às involved and not murtiple computer uses.
McGee (7987 ) argued that methods of evaluating teachers

that do not recognize the use of the computer in the
classroom by the teacher will do litt1e to encourage teachers
to do so,
The degree of training a teacher has wirl effect the
amount they imprement the computer into the curriculum.

Teachers may not take computer training for a variety o f
re,lsons. The pepper-[ùood survey ( Scott, ]-985 ) stated that
lack of time and money idere two such reasons. rn addition,

materials may not be avairabte and keeping pace with advances
in the ärea wourd require further commitments of time and
money. Griffin (1984) suggested that teacher training
facilities

were not effectively

training teachers to
imprement computer technorogy in their teaching methods"
For some teachers, the computer may not seem to be the
way to go. Evans (1986) stated that some teachers feel

a.)

threatened by the ne!Í technology and find that they can not
adapt their teaching style to implement the computer. !{hen
asked in the Pepper-wood survey (scott, 19g5) about their
concerns regarding computers in education, 61 out o f ZZg
responses mentioned those attitudes and dispositions that
prevent teachers from taking an active role in computer

education. cuban (1996) stated that fr transforming the
classroom practices throug'h the computer wirr stretch welr_
beyond what many teachers view as possible.r'

Predictions
The computer has had and wilr continue to have an

influence on education. The opinions as to the extent and
timing of changes are many and varied. There are optimistic
vieçi's, which are stated first, and more pessimistic ones
that follow. Lastrlr' some viewpoints falling somewhere in
between are given.

Hov¡ever, whatever the oponion, no author
has call-ed for the removar. of the computer from the schoor_s.

Optimistic forecasts.
Aiken and Braun ( 1980 ) predicted the computer wilr
change not only the nä.y ere teach but also what we teach.
Bork (19s4) echoed this sentiment by stating that by the year
2000 our schoors v¡ilr operate with an entirery new rearning
system. The next 10 years or more, Bork said, will see
continuing problems but eventualry there wirl be new courses
and curricura in pIace. There wirl be fewer teachers and

¿J

they will have different roles than today. Much more
education wil-I take place aL home and in a much more flexibre
manner.

To what extent will

the computer teach students? Braun
(1980) considered 100% of teaching being done by the
computer as a possibility.
For the near future, Hawkridge
( l-983 ) extraporating on the work of Mermed in j.gï2,
indicated
that computerized learning shourd be possibl_e within some
reasonable budget increases.
Hawkridge (19s3) gave an optimistfs forecast for the
new information technology. This viewpoint saçy some of. the

following as possible.

children at home wilr learn
keyboarding and the basic skill_s ( colcrs, numbers, letter
recognition, counting, etc. ) before going to school-. As the
student progresses through schoor more and more teaching wilr
by done by the computer so that in secondary school- each
subject wilr have some aspecl of its content presented by the
computer with the entire math course, perhaps, taught by the
computer.
chambers and sprecher (1983) predicted that great

changes courd happen by the year 2000. These changes vsourd

be made possible because of more powerful hardware for the
same money' transportability
of programs from one system to

another, better intelligent authoring systems for the writing
of cAr programs and better courseware avairabte more easiry
through improved marketing great changes are possibre by the
year 2000. chambers and sprecher sae{ these changes happening
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fLrst in the colleges and universities, then the secondary
schools and finally in the erementary schoors. Furr courses
could be taken on the computer, even in the home.
A very optimist view was given by Mcluhan and Leonard
(1980) who said, "by the time this year,s babies
become
1989's graduates (if college rrgraduationn then exists)
schooling as ere know it may be only à memory.,r (p. 4)
Mcluhan and Leonard sard the mass proCuction and

standardization of the industriat äge gone and repraced by
diversity and originality as measures of exceptional- student
performance. Further, they predicted that teacher-Iead
instruction

no longer be used.
t¡lhat rùere Lhe rearities of computer use at the end of
the l-980's? prelre and Hiatt (19g9) found word processing
woul_d

and handling of marks were used on a weekry basis but
demonstrations vJere used, orr average, only Z to 5 times
yearry. co11is, Kass, Kieren, Therrien and !ùood (198g) found
that 'rl-ittre or no computer usage opportunities are occurrÍng
for most students within the contexts of their regurar

courses" (p. 20). Collis et al. stated that from Zg.0% to
94.6% of. students, depending on subject and student gender,
had never used the computer in class.
Pessimistic forecasts.
fn contrast to all this optimism, Hawkridge (1983)
presented a pessimist's forecast. This forecast saw a number
of pressures acting that lead to a general decLine in the
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quality of education. These pressures incfude budgetary
restraint that reduces monies avairable for pubLic education,
the problems of an aging staff with fe' rep]-acements and a
trend towards more central-ized contror of education by
government. These wilr be coupled with the trend of more
education being dominated by private interests. Against
these pressures the computer wirr have little counter-acting
impact.

Hawkridge (1983) has given his personal- forecast. on
the optimistic side he saw good progress being made that wirl

ret information techn.rogy be user-friendly and abre to heì.p
those poor in information. Many new deveropments wilr be
by the year 2000. rnformation technorogy wirl be
reriable' reasonable and adaptable. The handicapped and the
poor courd get the most out of the nee¡ technology. Teaching
made

via the computer could cost as rittre as 40 cents per hour of
instruction.
Many people and some countries will reject
information technology. Fina11y, schools wirl not be
deinstitutionaL izeð,, teachers will stiII teach in classrooms.
on the pessirnistic side, Hawkridge (L9B3) had fears that
information technorogy wirr be used in dehumanizing ways and
will not be equarly distributed through the industrialized
societies. Most teaching courd come under the contror of
large international corporations that have their own
interests in mind first.
profits from information technorogy

zõ

i-,i11 come f irstty

from the mil itary, industry and commercial
sectors, then from agriculture, domestic and government areas
and finally from education.
Based on how other technologies have faired,

Cuban

(1986) made predictions about the computer in education.
Cuban said' 'rPolicy makers will discover hol little
teachers
use the machines'r (p. 99). He predicted no breakthroughs in
teacher use patterns, and most teachers wirl use the computer

as an aide--not unLike the radio, film or TV. Secondary
school students y¡ilr be scheduled into one or more elective
crasses taught in computer rabs, Generar student use wirl
not exceed 5% per week. computer technor-ogy wiÌr be tairored
to fit the teacher's perspective and the tight contours of
the school- and the crassroom settings. rf cubants four step
cycle is correct, "teacher bashingr? will occur.
authors have indícated they think the computer has
great potential in education. Bork il_984) has tikened the
Many

computer to fire and its potentiar for good or ilr. Like any
other tool, ilre computer can be used properly or poorly.
Hawkridge (1983) claimed there is not enough knowledge about

the computer to use it effectivery but is encouraged by the
fact that the body of experience is growing.
The actuar impact the computer prays in education is the
result of many factors. Many good things have and wirr be
accomplished and many mistakes made, as weII. Each
individual will have their life changed by the presence of
computers and' hopefulì-y can use the computer to make this
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à better place

Other Survevs
of the surveys found, most were not limited to physics
teachers but deal- with teachers in generar and outside of
canada. Prel-l"e and Hiatt ( 1989 ) surveyed American physics
teachers. The ETP (1989) survey was done with Manitoba
teachers in all grade levers and subject areas. collis et
ar' (L9BB) surveyed grade 11 stuclents from across canada.
) surveyed American high schoor science teachers
but did not singre olrt physics teachers. The John Hopkins
study (Becl<er, l-983) was done a.cross the entire grade school

Lehman ( 1985

spectrum in the United States,
Several- studies (Prelle & Hiatt,

Iggg; ETp, I9Bg, l.ggT)
mentioned demographic factors. The ETp (1989) study
mentioned the ages of the teacher popuration and found for
the lgBB-89 school year that less than l-5% of teachers
responding r{ere 50 years o1d or more. However, the results
showed that the general teacher popuJ-ation v¡as ì-ncreasing in

age. The ETP (!987 ) study found about rz% of teachers had
Iess than 5 years teaching experience whire 66"-o had 11 or
more years of experience. The earlier ETp study (L987)
stated about 20"< of Leachers owned their or,rn computer and
found it was considerably more likely a northern teacher
would own a computer than a teacher from an urban or rural
district.
Prell-e and Hiatt (1989) found that their
respondents had an average of 1B years teaching experience
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è'nd an average

of 14 years physics teaching experience.
Furthermore' over 30% reported having physics as their
undergraduate major and gz% had earned advanced degrees.
Few sex differences in computer use were mentioned.
The ETP (1989) study found that more femares stated they
found the computer not useful in their teaching. fn

addition' of those teachers who ha<ì been using the computer
for four years of more, the mal_es were almost twice the
femares. The other surveys reviewed did not mention teacher
sex.

Teacher training in computer applicatj_on has

al_so

prerre and Hiatt (1989) found theír
respondents averaged 7 years computer experience and
concluded physics teachers shourd be welr enough prepared to
use the computer. Lehman (1995) reported that of those
been investigated.

teachers using computers T5% reported having the eguivarent
of a l- - 3 semester hour course. Lehman ar_so reported that

of teachers rearned about computers on their oeÍn, s7.r%
from in-service and 50.1% through university or college
courses. The ETP (r99z ) study said that about two-Lhirds of
58ç¿

teachers reported having had some professional-development in
the area of computers. Further, the LggZ ETp study found
teachers lrere hunsrv for more training in computers. About
90% of teachers said they wanted additional training and
about 60% said they were spending more time in professional
development because of the computer. The ETp (19g7) study
said it was more likely a teacher from northern Manitoba had
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taken computer training.
cuban (rg87) stated a National
Education Association survey found more than B0% of the
respondents said they wanted to take computer courses and the
area of application most Êrequentry mentioned was in
management.

The number of computers in the schoors has been

prel-le and Hiatt (1989) stated an
average of 6.7 computers were availabre (if shared) or an
average of 2.5 computers Frere availabre ( if not shared) on
daily basis. The ETp (1999) survey had 67g responses from
increasing each year.

a

the 878 public and private schoor-s surveyed. The responding
schools reported that there were r0,zrz computers in use.
This was an increase of about 2o% over the previous year,
The last three years has seen a steady 97"a of responding

schoors having computers, The ETp report arso stated an
average of 20 students per computer. Cuban (3,987) reported
that when a schoor acquired more computers iL was usualry
found that instead of more students having access to the
machines, the same students got more time on the computers,
To what extent vJere teachers using the computer? prelre

and Hiatt (1989) found betçveen 40% and 50% of respondents had
used most of the applications mentioned in their study,

usualty with a single computer and rarety with a crass set of
computers. Lehman (1985) reported 7T% not using the computer
in crass, whire L7% !"ere occasional users and 6% were reqular
users. Lehman defined a regular user as a teacher who used
the computer at least one hour per week per class. cuban
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(1986) refers to the John Hopkins study done in the
1981-19g2
school year that found only one or two teachers per schoor_
çrere regurar users. cuban further reported that a National
Education Association questionnaire found that, despite

teacher interest in using the machines ran high. onry 6%
reported use of computers in their classrooms. Becker (1983)
refers to another John Hopkins study done between December
T}BZ and February 19g3. This survey found that in nearJ_y
half the schools onry one or two teachers regurarly used the
computer. More optimistically stated, Ín over half the
schools more than tçro teachers were regurar users of the
computer. Becker defined a resur-ar user as a teache:- who
either used packaged programs or taught programming to
students.

The findings of Becker confi.rmed the findings of

the previous yeàr as reported by cuban. Arr these surveys
were in general agreement and showed that computer use rdas
Low, and has not changed substatiarly

during the r-980's.
some surveys reported how many teachers in the schoor_
use the computer. Lehman ( r-985 ) reports that Aleo of the
schools replying to his survey said that no science teacher
used the computer in that school,

of these

4lt%

there

ivere

43.8% urban schools, 34.8% suburban schools and 52.I% ruraL

schooLs' Further, Lehman noted that the size of the science
faculty was a factor. fn the non-using schools" 53.7% had
science departments of l- to s.34.6% from 6 to 10 and 3T,r%
had 11 of more sci-ence teachers. Lehman found that g4 of the
regular users were from 44 schools. This seems to indicate

a1

poci¡-ets of computer u.sers rocaterl in schools with most
school-s not having very many teachers who frequentry use the
computer.

Different computer applications have been found to be
used to various degrees, prelle and Hiatt (19g9) reported
that between

40%

and 50% of respondents had used the computer

for laboratory simulations, as a raboratory tooL (teacher
use), drilL and practice, tutoriaÌs, data plotter (teacher),
word processing (student use), and educational games
programs. The applications reported most, by more than 50%,
vùere word processing (teacher use), handting of grades, ârd
demonstrations. [ùord processing and handling of grades were
used on a weekly basis while demonstrations were used 2 to 5
times a year. rn addition, prerle and Hiatt reported student
use of raboratory simurations, drilr and practice, tutoriar,
and word processing programs. Lehman (1985) reported the
forlowing apprications: (a) simurations - 66.0 %, (b) drirl
and practice - 57. j,%, (c) tutoring - 55.3%, (d) handling lab
data- 43.7%' (e) problem solving - 4r.g%, (f) programming
27 .6%, (g) homework / individual- student pro jects
- 25.B%,
(h) recreationat games 16.0%, (i) student papers, word
processing - l.4.0%, and (j) interfacing probes for lab use
8. 9%. Becker ( l-983 ) mentioned to what degree t,eachers
reported using various applicati-ons. Those that could apply
to science and physics teaching were: (a) drill and practice*,
3I%, (b) programming to solve problems - Zg%, (c)
demonstrations, labs, simulations - 22%, (d) tutoring

ðz

_20%,

(e) recreational games - Ig%, (f) teacher record
( S ) administrative uses
IA",t, ( h ) teacher tests
workshee

ts

r}".t, and ( i )

s

keepLng_LS%,
and

tudent papers, word process Lng-7ea

.

l¡Jhile there was some agreement between the findings of these
studies, it should be noted that each had a different type of

popuration and so cr-ose comparison was not possible.
Furthermore, some of the applications were not clearry
defined and were sometimes grouped in one study but not in
another.

other studies have reported on physics teachers t
evaruation of their attempts to use the computer in their
teaching. The ETP (1987) study found, of those teachers who
had used the computer, about B0% founrl it to be useful or

very useful.

For senior high teachers the level_ was g0%.
I'Ihile two-thirds of teachers thought the computer increased
their effectiveness, onry 4i% of users felt the computer was
a time saving device. That is, about 55% of teachers felt
that using the computer involved more of their time than had
they chosen not to use the computer. The other studies did
not mention questions of evaluation of computer applications"
but the lever of usage may say the most about how teachers
value the computer
computer usãge in science subjects and in other subject
areas was not found to be significanLly different.
corlis et

a].

) found that occasional or frequent use in math"
science, social studies, and Engl ish was B. Z%, 4 .g%, j . Z%"
(

1988

and 7,5%, respectivery.

Lehman (l-985) asked

.)

.>

science teachers

in which cl-asses (physics, biology, chemistry, earth science,
etc. ) they used the computer, The usage in physics, biology
and chemistry was very similar, ranging from 43.3% to 42.:-oa.
Teachers, hopefully, are not the only ones in the
classroom i¿ho are using the computer. prei.r.e and Hiatt
(1989) reported student use of the computer in raboratory

simulations, drill and practice, tutorial and word
processing' Lehman (1985) reported studenL use of the
computer was 27 -6% for homework and student projects and
14,2"a for word processing and 1ab reports.
Becker (19g3)
stated that 7% of his respondents reported students using the
computer for papers and word processing. Lehman's resur_ts
were higher and this was to be expected since he surveyed

high school science teachers while Becker surveyed elementary
and secondary school teachers in aLr subject areas. prelle
and Hiatt did not report the degree to which students used
the various applications
Teachers may have any number of barriers preventing them
from using the computer more than they have. prerre and

Hiatt (1989) stated that rrthe most frequently reported
enabring factors were having adequate numbers of computer
stations (24.3"a) , appropriate sof tv¡are (i.s . z%) , and adequaLe
preparation time (13.2%). The most frequently cited
constraining factors were inadequate funding (1g.4%)"
inadequate preparation time (L7,g%), and an inadequate number
of computer stations ( 1S.9%) r' (p. 5 ) . prell_e and Hiatt aLso
concruded that t'physics teachers perceived that having
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adequate funds to purchase computer systems and to provide
for adequate preparation for their use r{as the most important

constraining factor" (p. 16). The ETp (IIBT) study found
that less than harf of the teachers were satÍsfied with
access to the machines. Arso, teachers eùere generally not
satisfied with the amount, quality and prevj_ew opportunities

of software.

Teachers were also deterred from using
computers because of racir of training.
Laclt of time vJas the
most important reason why teachers $rere not taking more

computer training.

Similar barriers !ùere mentioned by Lehman ( 1985 ) . He
mentioned that inaccessibility of computer-s within the
classroom' lack of training - both pre-service and in-service
and the inadequate amount of quarity soÉtware limited
teachers. cuban (1986) said that inaccessible hardware,
inappropriate softv¡are and untrained teachers may be the
cause of the 1ow estimates of use. The common thread to all_
these barriers is funding and none oÉ the l_iterature reviewed
claimed to have the answer as to how any of these barriers
could be easily overcome.
Klassen ( 1980 ) included questions about the expectations
physics teachers had of their students concerning computers.
These questl-ons deart with the students having a minimum
understanding of computers, being able to write à simple
program and appreciating the role computers play in today's
society. The other guestions from Klassen deaLt with the

teacher's feelings about their training,
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the effort needed to

the computer into their teaching and whether they
sàw the computer as having more disadvantages than
advantages. Regardless of how much teachers use the computer
impJ-ement

at present, they may hold an opinion regarding the role
computers will pJ_ay in the future.
Are physics teachers using the computer to a greater
extent than their colreagues in other subject areas? The
findings of CoIlis et aI. (1988) did not indicate they were.
Prelle and Hiatt found a rarge number of physics teachers at

the ffawarenessrr and'informationrr sLages of concern às
developed by HaIl and his associates. Further, prefLe and
Hiatt quote shavelson,s suggestion that ,science teachers may
not be the ones to lead the technorogy revolution in
education ( 1984, p. 7L) n ( p, 1S )
.

computers have had some impact to date. According to
cuban (1986), teachers contror the door to their crassroom

and whether computers wiÌr cross that threshord. By desi-gn
or by default, computers may have a greater impact in the

near or far future.

Educators have been continually seeking ways to become
more effective,
Educationar technorogy provides devices,

rather than strategies to achieve this goaI. The mainframe
computer had gone through cuban's (19g6) four stage cycle and
now the advent of the microcomputer has revived interest in
the computer as educational iechnorogy. The microcomputer

Jb

has produced amazing changes to the !{ay we }ive and work
and
play. some authors ctaim the computer wirr change the
rore
of teacher and student and wilI change the vyhat, where, how
and why of education.

The computer can be seen to play three

roles as either instructor,

tool or object of instruction.
The computer can be a patient" tirel_ess presenter of
information and questions, rt can be used as a powerfur tool
to do màny things better, faster and more accurately than
before.

The computer can be taught, that is programed, or it

can be studied in detail as to its workings or impact on
society. Despite their ever increasing numbers, computer use
remaj-ns 1ight. Barriers such as lack of time, training,
access and software prevent teachers from using the computer

more' some people predict fantastic changes to education
the year 2000 because of the computer and others see è.

by

variety of pressures keeping education from rearly embracing
this technology. To date, the Iiterature has not shown much
change in the way school is done, the computer has not
been
used to a great ext.ent. Surveys have shown that fev¡ teachers

in a school use the computer regularry with many schoors
saying that no teacher was a regular user of the computer.
ïn other schoors one finds a smalr number of teachers making
freguent use of the computer in their teaching. some
differences in teacher use have been found to be related to
demographic factors such as school Iocation, science
department size and teacher gender.

l'Ihat impact the computer has on education remains to
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be

seen. From an examination of r¿hat other technologies have
done to and for education cuban ( 19g6 ) has concruded that
computers will be used to some extent, never as much as the
manufacturers or the enthusiasts wourd like, but they wirl
cause an incremental change that only time wirr revear às
s igni ficant .
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Chapter III
METHODOLOGY

A survey instrument eras designed and mailed out to
all
185 physics teachers in the province.

prior to the general

mailing, a pilot survey instrument was designed and sent
to
five physics teachers. Based on the replies a few changes
were made and the finar instrument was maired in mid-February
of 1990. Replies çrere accepted until the end of March 1990.
The survey instrument (see Appendix B) contained two

parts'

Part r comprised 15 questions requesting demographic
information about the teacher and their school. part rr
comprised 9 questions. The first four guestions Ín part
rr deart with various computer apprications and if they were
used, which applications were valued most, how they vyere
evaluated and how frequently they ç.rere used. The next
question asked for which course topics the teachers
had used
the computer' euestion 6 asked which student initiated
applications of the computer the teacher had seen.
euestion
7 asked about ç+hich barriers the teachers had encountered
to
computer use. euestion g requested the teacherrs opinion
on
several computer related issues. The last question vras a

free response opportunity.
As the replies çvere received, data erere tabuLated,
summarized and analyzed. The analysis consisted of frequency
counts expressed as percentages and the use of
crosstabulations to compare the different cases of the
variables being considered,
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DEFINITIONS OF

TERMS

For the purposes of this study, the following terms
were used.

rn terms of geographic areas, three regions vJere chosen.
urban: that area bounded by an inner city school division of
a metropolitan area. This incruded schoors not
beronging to the division but found within its
boundar ies

.

suburban: That area found within the metropolitan area of the
city but not incruding the area within the urban
sch-ool_

division.

Rural: That area of the province not including the area found
r.+ithin the metropol- i tan area. This incruded schoors
( though few in number ) in larger population
centres
that might closery resemble urban or suburban schools,
Five descriptors for computer users were used.
Non-user: Someone who did not use the computer.
rnfrequent user:

the computer for three or
less applications on a yearly basis.
occasional user: someone who used the computer for at r_east
someone who used

one but not more that three apprications on a monthry
basis or more than three applications on a yearly

' basis.
Regular user:

the computer for at reast one
but not more than three apprications on a weekry basis
or more than three apprications on a monthly basis.
someone who used
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rntensive user:

the comÞuter for at least
one àpplication on à daily basis or more than three
applications on a weekly basis.
Several computer related terms were used.
computer: This term usuarry refered to a desk top machine
someone who used

that stands a1one. Microcomputer and personal
computer are other terms that refer to the same item.
This term should be distinguished from either
mainframe computer or mini_computer.

Hardware: The computer or erectricar or mechanicar devices
used in connection with the computer such as disc
drives, printers, and laboratory probes.
Sof

tv¡are: A computer program.
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Chapter IV
RESEARCH FINDINGS
DEMOGRAPHTCS

Popul at ion

The populatiorr cor.tsisted of 185 teachers , 17 4 ( 94. L% )
were males and l_l_ (5.9%) were females. Of these , 23 (12.4%)

v¡ere in urban schools, 54 (Zg, 2%) were in suburban schools,

and l-0I

(

58 . 4%

) were in rural_

schoo I s .

Respondents

Of the 185 survey instruments sent out 118 were returned
and 104 of these were usabl-e as data. The respondents are
described in Table 1.
TabIe

Location and Sex of the Respondents
Location by Percentage
Urban
Sex
MaI e

Female

Suburban

Pop.

Resp.

10.

L2

B

1.6

Pop

RuraI

Resp

.5

27

0

30

.8

1.0

¿

2

1

q

Pop.

Resp

6

51,0

2

2.9

EO

2.

Since the demographic characteristics for the
respondents closely paralleled those of the population" the
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respondents erere considered as representative of the

popu]-ation. Because of the low number of femaÌes in the
popuration and in the response group it was fert that further
distinction of the respondents as to sex would not be
meaning

fuI

.

Acre

The average age of the respondents lvas 42.Z years

and the standard deviation of their åges was g.7 (n=103). rt
'das found that 10.6% of the respondents were in their 201s,
2L.2% in their 30's, 5l-.9% in their 40rs, L4.4o.o in their 50's
and 1. 0% was 60 years or ol_der

Teachinq Experience
The teaching experience of the respondents is summarized
in Table 2. The mean number of years of teaching experience
vras 18.0.

Universitv

Deqrees

The physics teachers vrere asked to indicate which of

five university degrees they herd and to indicate if they had
any degrees other than the ones listed.
of the 104
respondents 93 ( 89. 4%) reported holding a B, sc, g0 ( 76. 9%) a"
B.Ed." 18 (77.3%) an M.Sc." T (6.2%) a 8.A., Z (i..g%) a
Ph.D., and 19 other degrees or certificates were mentioned.
Of the 80 respondents who had B.Ed. degrees,55 also had
B.Sc. degrees and 14 aLso had M.Sc. degrees.
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Table 2
Years of Teachinq Exoerience
Respondents ( %

Years

0-4

9.7

5-9

,o,l

l_0-l_4
l_5

was

9

3

19.

3

20-24

25.o

25 -29

16.

3

-34

4.8

35-40

2.9

30

It
physics

-1

15.

found that

and 26 .9"4

33 7eo

)

indicated

having a mäjor

LN

a minor in physics.

Univers itv Phvs ics Corrrses

The physics teachers were asked to indicate how many
semester or 6 credit-hour courses they had taken in

full
physics.

The largest proportion of. 26.0% had 6 or more such
courses. The next rargest group of 19.3% had 3 such courses.

ft was found that 17.3% had 1 course. !5,4% had 2 courseso
12.5sb had 5 courses, 6.2% had 4 courses and 2.g% had not had
any such courses in physics.
Tabre 3 indicates how the number oÊ physics courses
taken at university was related to the geographic rocation of
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the school at which the respondent teaches.
A Bachefor of science degree or a Bachelor of Education
degree with a major in physics wourd imply that a person has
had 30 semester-hours in physics and a person with a minor in
physics has had 18 semester-hours. Based on these hoLlrs.
64.4% of the respondents have the equivalent of a physics
minor or better and 38.5% have a physics major or better.
(20.2) have had onry one or no physics
course at the university level.
When the regional differences vJere examined, it r,¡as
found that the suburban schoors had the teachers with the
Al-nost one-fifth

most physics courses. In the suburban schools 66.6% of the
respondents had better than a minor in physics. The
respondents from the urban schools who had better than a
physics minor made up sz.g% ot the respondents for that area..

For respondents in rural schoors Ít was found that onry 29.r%
had better than a minor in physics.
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Tabl-e

3

Universitv Phvsics Courses and School Location
School- Location

No. of
Cour se s

n

0

Urban

Suburban

%of. %of
resp, area

%of %of
resp. area

% of

% of

1.0

5.3

0.0

1.9

3.9

trã

4.8

L6

5

2r.8

0.0

Rural

resp.

area

1

18

1.0

¿

16

to

1E

O

2.9

10.0

9.6

LB.2

20

,a

1tr

O

I.9

b. /

14.4

27 .3

1.9

10.5

9q

t_0.0

1.9

3.6

RO

20

.0

3.8

7.3

36 .7

9.6

18.2

4

7

5

13

?o

15.

6&Up

27

tro

31.6

Phvsics Course Teachinq

8

10.5

.7

11.

Load

During the survey 2r,z% of respondents ÞJere not teaching
Physics 200. rt was founcl that 44.2% erere teaching onì_y one
section of Physics 200, 21,.r% were teaching two sections,
L2.5% were teaching three sections and 1.0% had four sections

during the year.
For Physics 300, it was found that Z4.L% were not
Leaching this course during the survey year, b1.9% had one
section, 17.3% had two sections, 4.8% had three sections and
l- .

9%

had f our sect ions o f phys ics 30 0
several respondents were not teachíng any physics at the
.
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time of the survey. They stated this was because their smal-L
school could not offer physics and chemistry in the same year
and so alternated these two courses. The survey year found
these respondents teachi_ng chemistry.

Traininq in Computer Aoolications
Table 4 summarizes the amount of training as rerated to
the school location.
TabLe

4

Computer Traininq and School Location

Percentage of Respondents
from each area
Tra in i ng

Urban Suburban

In-service

63

,2

53. 3

65 . 5

Credit courses

47

,4

40 . 0

4I.

Informal Iy
from others

73.7

SeI Ê-taught

68,

4

Other

5.

3

3.

3

5.

3

None

0

.0

13.

3

9,

1

g

5

47 .3

.7

60 . 0

53.
76

Rural

Tabre 5 relates training to age. rt'was found that the
likelyhood of a respondent having had in-service training

increased with age. The younger a respondent was the more
likeIy they were to have had taken a credit course in
computers. The youngest respondents were arso the most
47

likely

to have had informal- training from others. The other
age groups, except the 60ts where there was only one
respondent, were approximately the same near S0%, Age did
not seem to make a large difference with respect to being
serf-taught except the respondents in their 50's were
somer¡hat Less

likely

to have had this type of training.
response rates for other training methods and no training

The

vrere 1ow .

lable

5

Computer Traininq and Aqe

Type of training

Age

n

20's

11

54.5

90.9

90.9

30's

22

45.5

S4.5

40's

54

66.7

50ts

15

60's

1

fnCredit
fnform- Selfservice courses ally
taught

Other

None

72.7

9.1

g.I

50.0

27.3

0.0

4.b

33.3

51.9

7Z.Z

7.4

7,4

73.7

26.Z

46.7

33.3

0.0

13.3

l-00.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

School Enrollments of the Resoondents

Table 6 gives the student population of the schools as
related to the geographic location of the school.
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Table

6

School Enrol-lment and Location of Schoo'l
Location and Number of Schools
Popul

ation

0-99

Urban

Suburban

Rural

0

0

5

100-199

0

1

13

200-399

z

t

2T

400 -599

4

9

9

600-799

1

5

J

800-999

4

7

,

1000-1199

7

J

0

1200-1399

6

J

1

1400-r_599

1

0

1

These numbers vJere for schooÌs ¡+ith various grades,

whether that was grades 10 to IZ,7

to LZ, or even K to L2.
The mean school enroll-ment was s40 and the mode was the 200399 interval,
For urban school-s the mean enrolrment of the
19 schools eJas B6L. For suburban schools the mean enrorlment
was 7L8 for 30 cases. Rural- schoors had a mean enrorrment
of 331 for 55 cases.
Science Teachers in the SchooI
The physics teachers ivere asked to state the number of

teachers in their school who taught science. The resurt,s are
reported in Table 7.
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Tabl-e

7

Number of Science Teachers i¡

the School as

Related to School Location

Location and Number of
Number

Urban

1

0

z

0

Suburban

School_s

Rural"

0

3

aa

.,
¿

2

15

4

1

1

J

Ã

5

4

J

6

J

7

1

7

2

1

4

8

1

Ê

9

1

10

4

3

0

11

0

1

0

1,2

0

0

1

20

0

I

0

¿

0

of science teachers in the schoors was
5.0. The mean number of science teachers per school for
teachers from urban, suburban and rural schools were 6,5" Z"
and 3.3, respectively.
The mean number

The physics teachers were asked to state the total
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number of physics students in their school

given in Table

The results are

8.

Tab]e I
Total Number of Phvsics Students in the
School and SchooI Location
Locat ion
Number

Urban

Suburban

RuraL

-L9

0

0

20

20-39

2

a

18

40-59

t

1

6

60-79

6

J

B0-99

3

1
1

0

t 00-119

0

4

-t39

3

t_

140-159

3

¿

0

160 -1 99

,

a
J

1

200-239

1

5

1

240 -27 9

I

2

0

280 &

0

t_

0

18

30

54

L20

Up

Total

Note. For

.'

1,02 cases

The mean number of physics students per school was 79,s
for the i.02 cases reported. This breaks down to 1L6"3"
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731-2' and 38.6 for urban schools, suburban schoors and rural
schoors, respectivery. Tçvo respondenLs stated that their
school-s alternate Physics and chemistry, the survey year
being the year for Chemistry.
Comouters in the Schoo'l

Table 9 shows how many computers Í¡¡ere in the
respondents t schools.
Table

9

Reported Number of comouters and school LocatÍon
Locati-on
Urban

Suburban

Rural

No. of

Computers

%

%

0

1

5.9

0

0.0

t-5

0

0.0

0

0.0

6-9

0

0.0

1

3.4

L0-19

¿

i.l.8

5

L7

20-29

R

29

.4

7

24.

*39

2

11.8

3

l_0.3

40-49

6

35.

3

3

10.

50-69

t

5.9

6

20 .7

70-100

1

5.9

3

10.3

0

0.0

t_

3.4

L7

100.0

29

100.0

30

L20
To

tal

52

.6
L

3

0
2
2
23
1,2
8
2
4
1
0
54

0.0
3.7
3.7
42.6
22.

Z

t_4, 8

3.7
7.4
1.9
0.0
100.0

The overall mean $¡as zg.g computers per school.

The

highest mean was 39.9 for suburban schoors. This was
followed by a mean of 3z.z for urban schools'and a mean of
23.8 for rural schools.
one respondent reported 250 computers. This was not
taken as correct. The responcient may have reported the
number of calculators and not the number of computers. Three

respondents did not answer this question.
The mean student to computer ratio was zr,o.

The rowest

student to computer ratio eÍas L4.4 for rural schools.
The highest mean student to computer ratio was 3r,2 for urban
schoors in and the suburban schoors had a mean studei":.t to
mean

computer ratio

27

.4.

Table 10 shows how the number of computers avairabl_e for
use in the physics clas.sroom rerated to schoor rocation,

ïf a crass set of computers is considered to be 10 or
more computers, then approximately 44% ot the respondents hacl
access to a crass set.
computers was 9.2,

highest
at 9.5.
slightly
mean

The mean number of avairabl_e

Respondents from rurar schoors had

Lhe

of available computers for use in physics class
Respondents from suburban schooLs had a mean only
less of 9.4 and respondents from urban schools had a

mean

of 8.3 computers available for use in the crassroom.
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TabIe

10

Number

of Computers Available for Phvsics

Classroom Use and SchooI Location

Location
Number

Urban

Suburban

RuraI

0

1

9

11

1

o

4

4

z

0

)

t

J

2

J

0

4

0

I

4

5

0

0

1

6-9

l_

0

.,
J

10

-19

4

20

-29

J

6

5

30-39

0

2

2

40

0

1

0

-49

¿¿

Note. For 103 cases
Ownership of a Computer

ight ma j ority (57 .7%) of the respondents indicated
they personally owned a computer. This study found that
40.0% of those teachers who owned a computer t{ere from rural
schools, 35.0% were from suburban schools, and 25.0% were
A

sì_

from urban schools.

rt was found that oerners of computers v¡ere more 1ike1y
than non-oerners to use the computer in their teaching. 53,3%
54

of computer owners lrere classified as regurar users of the
computer, 20,0% as intensive users, 11.2% as occasional
users, 8.3% as non-users and.6.7% as infrequent users of the
computer. rt was found that 54.5% of the non-owners erere
also non-users of the computer. Regurar users comprised
!8.2"+ of the non-owners, 15.9% were occasional users, 6.g%
erere intensive users and 4,5% were infrequent users.

Most non-ov¡ners did not plan on obtaining a computer.
of non-owners, 67.4% e¡ere not sure whether they would acquire

a computer in the future, some l-4.0% said they would rikely
obtain a computer in the next year and rz% reported they
would never ovrn a computer. About 5% planned to own a
computer within the next 3 years.

one non-owner did not

respond to this question.
COMPUTER APPLICATIONS

Teacher Awaleness of Computer Aoolications

In this question, the physics teachers Írere asked for
information about computer applications they had used, would
like to use, wourd not use or of which they were not al*are.
The resuLts are given in Table 11.
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Table

11

Percentage of Respondents
HAVE
USED

Computer ApplÍcation

ú¡OULD !ùOULD

LIKE

NOT
TO USE USE

KùAS

NOT
AIüARE

Computer Assis ted Learning

A. DriIl and practice
B. Tutorial
C. Instructional games

.0 46 .2
.2 47 .7
t_6,3 36.5
26

20

Instructional
D.

E.
F.

Physics materials generation
and word processing
Test scoring
Cal-culation and,/or reporting
of marks

17

t9 .2
.3
25.0

2.9
3.8

Management

48. 1
19

.2

2L.2
37.7

16.3
35.6

6.7
2.9

46

.2

26.

20.2

1.0

O

Computer Based Laboratory
S imulat ion/demons trat ion
38.5
Gathering data and data display 28.8
I. Ànalysis of data
29.8

(J.

H.

45.2

8.7

s0.0
50.0

10.6

14.4
22.7
44.2
29 .8
28.e
34.6
33.7
8.7

8.7

2.9

co

2.9

Other

J. fnformation retrieval from
database
K. Student problem solving or

a

programming
L. Computer as

calculator
M. Teach computer applications
N. Student papers /word processing
o. Electronics instruction
P. Communications
o. Other (specify)
Note. Percent totals

do

15.

4

45 .2

a1

a

43.3
23. L
40 .4

20 .2
1,7

.3

2B. 8

4.8
6.7
1.0

29 .8
38. 5
33 .7

1.9

not equal 100% because not all

respondents answered for each appl icat ion.
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13.

5

2.

9

1. 0
1. 0

l_. 9

8. 7
12. 0
87" 5

Most Valuable Appl ications

Of those computer applications listed in Table I]-, the
phys ics teachers were asked to indicate the four apprications
that would be the most val-uable to themselves personally.
The results are summarized in Table L2.
The area of application that received the most mention
overall was the computer based Iaboratory, The area that

received second most mention was computer assi sted
instruction and this Í{as forlowed by the instructional
management area.

The computer application considered most valuable--most
chosen as their first choice--was using the computer- as ä

simul-ation or demonstration too1. using the computer as a
word-processor received the next highest response rate, as
first choice. This Íras forlowed by gathering and dispraying
data and finarry, using the computer to present drill and

practice.
fn terms of their second choice, student problem solving
or programming was mentioned most often. Drirt and practice,
analysis of data, tutorial and simulation/demonstration were
mentioned about equa11y.
For third choice, using the computer in the Iaboratory
for simuration / demonstration purposes or for anaryzing data
were the two applications menti-oned most. Being used as a
tutor or as a word-processor were the next apprications of
choice.
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Table

Lz

Value Placed bv Respondents on Certain Computer Applications
Respondentts
Computer AppI ication

First Second third Fourth
Assisted Learning

Computer

A. Dril1 and practice
B. Tutor ial
C. Instructional games

D.
E.

F.

Value

13
7L2
t_3

Instructional
Physics materials generation

and word processing
Test scoring

Calculation and/or reporting
o f marks

13

I

9

1i-

l0

z

4

Management
a1

B

0

J

2

o

li

2T
512

6

Computer Based Laboratory
S imul a t i on,/ de mons trat ion
Gathering data and data display
ï. Analysis of data

(r.

H.

29
15

11

a
J

18
8

7
9

13

15

11

1

J

t

4

2

K

7

7

0

0
L

0

2
3
i1
0

L

1

I6

Other

J, fnformation retrieval
database

from

a

K. Student problem solving or
programming

L. Computer as caLculator
M. Teach computer applications
N. Student papers/wocå processing
O. Electronics instruction
P. Communications
0. Other (specify)

a

2
2
0
0

2
1

t_

l_

5
5
l"

0

Note. Not al1 respondents answered this question.
On their fourth choice, using Lhe computer to calculate
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and report marks , analyze data and give tutorial
were reported wi th about equal frequency.

instruction

tha I

ïn this section the physics teachers r{ere asked to
evaluate those applications they had used. AL l appl ications
received a positive evaluation.
in Tab1e 13.

The resul ts are summarized

Freouencv of Computer Aoplication
The physics teachers lrere asked to indicate whether they

used a particular

application on a daily, weekly, monthl_y or
yearry basis. They courd also indicate if they had never
used an application.
The resurts f'or this question are given
in Table 14.
The only applications that vÌere reported to be used on

a

daily basis by more than one respondent erere physics material
generation and,/or word processing (7.7%) and marks
calculation and,/or reporting (4.8%) , both from the
instructional management area.
word processing and working with marks were also the
ones most used on a weekly basis , ZS.0% and Lg.3%,

respectively. As we11, the choice of student papers /word
processing was indicated 10.6% of the time.
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Table

13

Respondents' Evaluation of comput"r Apolications used

Evaluation ( % )
Computer
AppI ication

Excel l- - Good Al l

ent

Right

Poor

Unable

Bad

to

N/A

answer

Computer Assisted
A

B
C

0.0
0.0
0.0

8.7
t0 .7
7.8

14.6
9.7

6.8

fnstructional
D
E

F

25.2
4.9
28.2

16.5
5.8
9.7

6.8
6.8
6.8

l_.0

?o

1.9

Instruction
58. 3
58.3
64.L

12.6
13.6
17 .s

4L.7
62.r
44.7

I .7
17.5
9.7

2.9
r..9
1.9

Management
1-

0

1.9
0.0

0.0
0.0
1.0

Computer Based Laboratory
U
H

I

8.7
6.5
7.8

2L,4
13.6
13.6

L2.6

8.7
6.8

ta
2.9
1.9

0.0
0.0
1.9

44.7
51.5
52.4

9.7
16.5

1.0
2.9
L.9
1.0
0.0
1.9
1.0

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

67.0
63.1
6I.2
64.1
58. 3
7 4.8
7I.B

1,7.5

t5.5

Other
J
K

L
M

N

o
P

5.8
1.9
4.9
3.9
6.8
1.0
2.9

4.7
5.8
6.8
6.8
14.6
1. 9'

1.9

3.9
8.7
6.8
6.8
5.8
0.0
1.9

Note. For the specific applications see Table

60

1l_

or

LZ.

15.5
L7.5
17.5
14. 0
20 .4
20.4

Tab1e

14

Frequencv of Comouter Appl-ication
Freguency of Application
Appl ication

Daily

Weekly Monthly Yearly Never

Computer Assisted
A

B

c

D

E

F

0.0
0.0
0.0

1.0

.5
9.6
4.8

L2

?a

0.0

Instructional
25.0

1.0

4.8

by Percentage

6./

18.

3

N/A

Instruction
60.6
62.5
67.3

13.5
13.5
18.3

41.3
64.4
44.2

16.

10 - 6

.2
11.5
L4.4

49.0
56.7
56.7

10.5
15. 3
13.5

4.8
8.7
7.7
7.7
7.7
2.9
3.8

3
62.5
65.4
63.5
56.7
77 .9
75.0
62.5

t_5. 4

12 .5
10.6
9.6

Management

12.5
7.7
t9 .2

3.8
3.8
2.9

9.6
3

Computer Based Laboratory
U
H

I

0.0
0.0
0.0

4.8

15.4

o.7

6.7

20

Other
J
K

L
M

N

o
P

0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

5.8

4.8
1.9
3.8
2.9
10.

10

.5

5.8
5.8
8.7
0.0
1.0
1.0

6

2.9
1.9
1.0

58.

1.0

Note. For the specific applications see Table

l_L

or

15.

4

16.3
1.9.2

15.4

18. 3
18. 3
34.6

L2.

a monthly basis, calculation and/or reporting of
marks yras indicated 19 .2% and simulation,/demonstration was
indicated by 15.4%. Dril1 and practice (12.5%) and tutorial
(9.6%) from the computer assisted instruction area as well as
On

6l_

using the computer for student problem sorving or programming
(10.6%) and student papers/word processing (B.T%) were the
appl ications most mentioned from the f'otherrr section.
on a yearly basis. the simulation - demonstration mode
was reported as the most widely used at zo.z%. The other
computer based laboratory uses and those in the computer

assisted learning area vJere arso reported to à larger degree,
9.5% to 14.4"¡ compared to the other apptications which were
8,7% or less.
For those appricatÍons that had never been used, using
the computer for electronics instruction was the most
indicated (77.9"a) and physics material generation anq word
processing was the reast indicated (41.3%). The apprications
l-east used rvere those listed as "other". This group had an
average ot 65.3%, a maximum of. z7.9% and a minimum of 56.2%.
The computer assisted instru'ction group comes next. Here the
average was 63.5% with a maximum of 67,3% and a minimum of

60.6%. Following this, the computer assisted laboratory has
an average oE 54.L%, a maximum of 56.7% and a minimum of
49.0%. The instructional management area had the rowest
scores for non-usej that is, these applications rÍere used the
most. This group had an average of 50.0%, a maximum of 64.4%
and a minimum of 41.3%.
Tvpe of Computer User
Based on their response to question 4 of. part If,

given in Tabre L4, each respondent nas classified as to

62

as
how

frequently they used the computer. The five categories of
user were: non-user, infrequent user, occasional user,
regular user, and intensive user.
over a third (38.5%) of the respondents çsere classifíed
as regular users o€ the computer. The next rargest group r,ras
the non-user group at 27,9%. rntensive and occasional users
r{ere al-most equal in number at 14. 4% and L3.s%, respectively,
Those who were cl-assified as infrequent users made up the

smallest group at

5.Bco

of the respondents.

Course Topics and Computer

Use

Table L5, page 64, shor+s the course topics and the
percentage of respondents indicating use of the computer in
some fashion in relation to that topic.
The course topics !ùere taken from the curriculum guide

for Physics in

ManiLoba.

Student Use of the Computer

Table L6, page 65, shows the percentage of respondents
who indicated seeing their students using the computer on the

studentfs initiative

for the applications listed.
As noted in the table, 26 respondents or ZS.O% did not
answer this question
Barriers to Computer Use
The respondents were asked to indicate reasons why they

did not use the computer or why they did not use the
more. labl-e 17, page 65" summarizes the results.
63

comput,er

Table

15

Course Topics and Comouter Apolication
Topic

Percentage of Respondents

Physics

200

Linear kinematics
Vectors
C, Newtonts Laws of Molion
D. Circular motion
E, Momentum and Impulse
F. !ùork and Energy
A.

D

t
Solar energy
I. Facis - nature of science
J. Motion: earth and sky
K. FIuids and hydraul-ic devices
L. Local option (specify)
G.

Hea

H.

Phys

i-cs

64

3.8
1.9
t_.0

10.6
1.0
i.. 0

30 0

Waves
Static el"ectricity
c. Electr ic forces and f iel_ds
D. Basic electric circuits
E. Basic magnetism
F. Electromagnetic induction and
alternating current
G. Sound
H. Optics
I. Sunburn
J. Earthquakes
K. Radiation and biological effects
L. Special relativity
H. Nature of the atom
O. Energy futures
P. Alternatives to fossil fuels
0. Science, technology and society
R. Local option (specify)
A.
B.

49.0
40. 4
32 .3
30. B
34.6
26 .9

34 .6
29 o
Zg

.8

18

.3

26 q

t7 .3
9

.6

20 ,¿
1

o

1 ô
¿

.9

1

o

2

a

1

.0

2

q

3 .-8
0 .0

Table

16

Reported Student Use of the Computer
Computer
AppI icat ion

Percentage
Response

As a calculator
Making data tables
c. Generating graphs
D. Analysis of data
E. 0ùr i t ing lab repor ts
F. Problem solving

14 .6
26.2
37 .9

A.
B.

\J.

18.
48.

9.7
3.9
8.7

Other (specify)

H. None

Note. Only

78

4

5

of the 104 respondents

answered this item.

Table

L7

Barriers to Computer Use
Barr iers to
Computer Use

Percentage of
Respondents

A. None avail-able in my school
B. School computers not easily

available

6,7

c. No suitable software
D. No or not enough training
E'
Not enough time to learn
F. Not convinced of the benefit
(J.
Negative previous experience
H. Software-hardware mismatch
I. Can better spend money elsewhere
J. Other

51,0
55.8
ZB.g

33.7
26.0
4.8
L7,3
15.4
6.7

Note. n = 98
There were 6 respondents or 5.8t' who did not answer this
question. of the seventeen comments given along with choice
J, it was found that six dealt with

65

money

in

some aspect.

The respondents mentioned having too littIe

money, the

software was too expensive or other equipment çvas more of a
priority.
Three of the comments concerned time. There was
not enough time to find good softv¡are nor enough time to
learn how to use it effectively.
others fert the curriculum
is already crowded, and couldn,t see how the computer could
fit in' unl-ess at the expense of some other worthwhire topic.
Two respondents

stated that good software

eras

hard to find

and was expensive.
Teacher Opinion about Several Computer Related fssues
The last question oÊ the survey askedi for opinions on

several issues concerning the computer. Tabre L8 gives the
results to the 10 questions in this section.
Each question was to be answered using the following scale:
Strongly Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly
disagree

agree

L2

66

No

answer

Table

18

Teacher opinion about the computer in pt¡¿sics Teachinq
Number

of Respondents

Ouestion723456MeanSDN/A
RoIe of the Computer in Physics Teaching
A

B

c

2
16
22

14
35
45

L7
28
16

21
8
3

35
2
1

14
14
L7

3.82
2.4I
2.03

1.18
0.99
0.83

0
0

2.53

7.27

0

1

Enough Training

25

33

13

22

7

4

Effort to Integrate the Computer not Best TÍme
3 33 25 27 10
5
3.0s t.o7

Use
1

Disadvantages more than Advantages

3

G

H

I

l_2 16

45

20

7

Physics Students and the
t8 62 L4
6
2
5 35 38 19
2
22 73
7
L
0

3.70

1.04

i_

Computer

r
3
0

2.L3
2.87
I.87

0.84
1.03
0,55

L

1
L

Computer AppLication compared to Colleagues

2

t9

32

2r

B

20

3.17

0.98

Aqe and Tvpe of User
The age of the respondent as compared to the type of

user they were is given in Table 19 on page 69.

67

2

Teachinq Experience and Tvpe of User

Tabre 20 on page 70 shows the comparison between how
many yeårs teaching experience the respondent had and the

type of user they

were.

Universitv Deqrees and Type of User
For a comparison between the type of degrees held by the
respondent the type of user they were, see Tabl_e ZL, page 70,
Universitv Phvsics Courses and Tvpe of User
Table 22' page 7r, compares the type of user to how many
physics courses that respondent had taken at university.
Phvsics Course Teachinq Load and Type of User
Table 23, page 77, shows the comparison between the

of physics sections being taught and the type of user
the teacher lras classif ied as.
number

Traininq

in Comnuter Application

and Tvoe of User

Tabre 24, page 72, gives the comparison between the type
of training in computer apprication that the respondent has
had and the type of user they vrere classified as.
Location of School and Tvpe of User

Table 25, page 72, shows the relationship between the
type of user the respondent was classified as and the
location of the school where they were teaching in the year

6B

of the survey.

Tabre 26, page 73, compares the number of Leachers in
the respondent's school that taught some science and the type

of user that teacher
Table

was.

19

Type of User as % of Age Group
Age

n Non-user rnfrequent occasionar Regurar rntensive

20-29

11

17

-39

aa

L3.6

9.1

18

40-49

E4

27

.8

3.7

14.

50-59

15

+6. /

1

100.0

30

60 & Up

.8

o1

9.1

46 .3

1,7

.2

40.9

tB .2

8

44.4

11.

6.t

6.7

20 .0

20

0.0

0.0

0.0

69

.8

1

.0

0.0

Table

20

Teaching Experience and Tvpe of

Use

Type of User as Percentage of the
Exper ience

Non-user Infreq.

n

0-4

10

5-9

7

20

.0

14.

10.

Occass.

3

0.0

30.0
q

14.3

6.3

62

.5

t_8.8

âo
J9.

I

1

9.5
16.0

T6

6.3

6.3

15

-19

2L

28.6

4.8

19.

2A

-24

25

24.0

0.0

12.0

48.0

L2

E.)

11.

11.8

30&Up
Table

o

11.8
1.'

50.0

0

B

0.0

tr

i.1.8

",

25.0

1,2.5

2L

Universitv

Deqrees Held and Tvpe of User
Type of User as Percentage of the

Non-user fnfreq.

n

B. A.

7

42.9

0.0

B. Sc.

93

28 .0

5.4

L2

B. Ed.

80

28.3

5.0

16.

Sc.

L8

16

.7

0.0

11.

70

Row

Occass. Regular fntensive

Degree

M.

.0

ô.)

-14

O

20

.6

28

10

?R-to

Intens.

Reguì-ar

20 .0

0

Row

0.0

û.D q

L4.3

.9

t_4.0

3

I
38. I

r_

66.7

39.

11.

3

5.5

Table

22

Type of User as a percentage of the
Courses

n

Non-user fnfreq.
")')

a

0.0

1B

27 .8

11.1

16

3t_.

3

20

4

7

6

13

6

27

0
L

Table

Occas. Reguì-ar Intensive
').)

JJ.

J

0.0

27 .8

¿¿.

¿

11.1

.5

31.

3

l_8.8

l_0.0

35.0

15.0

14.

28.6

0.0

Ò

3

6.3

25

.0

15.0

57

.I

0.0

7.7

0.0

7.7

Eã

O

30.8

.6

0.0

7.4

51.

9

11.

29

72

3

asse s

n

Non-user fnfreg.

Occas.

I

1.2

.5

1_

24

aa

a

4.2

L6

2

33

33.3

6.t

1.2.

3

L6

25 .0

4

T2

16

5
6

0

1

23

Type of User as percentage of the
Cl-

Row

1,2

12

.5

50.0

.5

1,2

.7

I

,5

Regular Intensive
25

.0

0.0

29.2

L6

30.

18.2

3

31.3

.7

0.0

0.0

75.

0

6

50.0

0.0

0.0

33.

3

5

0.0

0.0

0.0

100.

0

71,

Row

.7

18.

I

8.3
L6

.7

0.0

Table
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Traininq and Tvpe of

User

Type of User as a Percentage of the

Row

Training

n

In-serv ice

6C

2r .9

9.4

l_5.6

39.

1

14.1

Credit

44

15.

9

4.5

11.4

54.

5

13.6

56

1,7.9

5.4

l-J. J

53.6

8.9

69

8.7

5.8

15.9

â,'7

0

0.0

20

100.0

0.0

course
Informal 1 y
SeI f

-

taught

Non-user Infreq.

Other

40.

None

9

Table

Occass,

Regular Intens.

A

2r .7

.0

40.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

25

School Location and Tvpe of User

Location by Percentage
Type of

User

Non-user

fnfrequent
Occas

ional

Urban

Suburban

Resp. Area

Resp. Area

3.8 2L.L
0.0 0.0
r.. 9 10 .5

fntensive

10.6 57.9
1.9 10 .5

TotaI

t_8.

Regular

3

5.8

20,0

Rural

Resp. Area

3 34.5
4.8 9.1

18.

1.0 3.3
4. 8 L6.7
13.5 46.7

6.7 72.7
14.4 27 .3

3.8 13.3

8.7 16.4

28.8

52.9

72

To

ta1

Resp,
27

.9

5.8
13.5
38.

5

1_4.4

t_00

.0

Table
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Type of User as a Percentage of the
Teachers

n

Non-user fnfreg.

Row

Occass. Regular

fntens.

14.

21.4

17

.9

'r.)

a

12

.5

8.7

56.5

1.7

.4

t-3.

1,-2

2B

32.1

14.

3-4

24

37

.5

^)

5-6

¿J

17

.4

0.0

7-8

15

26

.7

6.7

20

.0

33.3

9-10

11

78

.2

0.0

1.8.2

54.5

9.1

I1-20

-)

0.0

0.0

66.7

0.0

33.

3

3

L2

3

.5

3

Barriers to Computer Application and Type of User
Table 27 compares the type of user a teacher rras
crassified to the barriers they mentioned that kept them from
using the computer or from using the computer more.

IJ

Table

27

Type of User as a percentage of the
Barr

ier

n

Not

available

Non-user Infreq.
57

.7
.2

Row

Occass.

Regular Intens.

3

14.

3

14.

3.8

15.

1

37

.7

L3

.2

Ãq

13.8

39

.7

20

.7

.7

76

.7

13.3

14.

3

0.0

Not easily
available

53

30

No soft-

Êo

19.

Training

30

40.0

3.3

26

No time to
I earn

35

4.2 q

2a

14.

3

31.4

8.6

Not sure of
benefit

27

48.

1

7.4

11.

1

ctr

o

7.4

40.

0

z0 .0

20

2A

.0

0.0

11.

t6 .7

55.

6

0.0

18.

37.

5

0.0

ware

inadequa te

Had bad
exper ience

0

Equipment
mismatch

18

16

Other S
priorities

15

43.8

0.0

0.0

0.0

Other

.7

1

.0

8

0.0

85 -7

14.

3

The respondents rvere asked to indicate which of a r ist
of computer apprications they had seen their students use

on

the students' own initiative.

student initiated use of the
computer was then rerated to the type of user the physics
74

teacher

Tabfe

lable 28 shows the results^

çJas

28

Percentage of User Type Reporting Student
Appl

ication

n

Non-user Infreq.

Occass

Use

Regular fntens

Calculator

T7

6.9

0.0

74

.3

15.0

46

Data tables

oo

6.9

0.0

35

.7

42.5

26 .7

Graphs

âo

6.9

.7

35

.7

57.5

53.3

Analyze
data

t9

?¿.

0.0

0.0

30 .0

40.0

Report

51

.7

50.0

75.A

53.3

0.0

7.I

.5

13.3

writing

Problem

solving

Other
None

77

.2

1.6

J,6

:

10

0.0

I

0.0

aa

a

I4

J

.2

1.6

.7

I4

3

10

77

17

10.

.7

0

0.0

5.0

0.0

Note. n = 76.
Free

ResÞonses

The last item of the survey gave the respondents an

opportunity to ask questions or
respondents did so.

make

comments. Some

Zg

The most frequent references were made about software"
The comments mentioned the cost, the irrelevance to the

Manitoba curriculum, the unsophisticated nature of most
software and the desire to have more information about good

75

qual i

ty

so

ftware

.

concerning the rack of computer availability and access,
some 8 comments were made. several- respondents stated that
if they had a computer in their class they would probably use

the computer more.
Another B comments ¡rere made about the time factor.
These respondents said they didn't have time to find,

evaluate and become famil-iar with good software; they didnrt
have time to çvrite their oern programs; they didnrt have time

to get more training; they didn't have time in the year to
teach even more to the students.
Four respondents mentioned the problem of finances.
smaLr schools with rimited funds must make some hard

decisions as to where their science supplies budget should be
spent. In any school, money spent on computers is money not
spent on something else. some teachers feel_ that the regular
progràm should be made a guality program before money is
spent on computer aided experimentation.

A further 4 comments r.rere made about training. These
respondents said they fert their training was inadequate but

found that either lack of time or money ç{as preventing them
from acquiring more training.
A wilringness to rearn was
expressed by a few respondents, íf time and money permitted.
was

one respondent mentioned a bad previous experience that
keeping him from being more invorved with computers in

his classroom.
There were 6 comments made on a variety of points"

76

These included:

1. Physics students and other students should
about the .compu'ter and our society.

know

2- Teacher use of the computer !{as more rel_ated to the
individual than their subject area
3- one institution nas acquiring a raboratory with
computers designated for physics Iab work only
4. Computers can not replace rr hands_on fr physics,
provide quarity laboratory experienced first and Lhen
introduce the computer to further enhance understanding.
.

ing the computer shoul_d be I ike dr iv ing a car
6. f consider myself a computer '' i1fiterate ,,, yet I
see much potential in use of computers.
I am just beginning
to learn' use and implement them now -- after 24 yearã
of
teaching !
( The exclamations points were the respondent's. )
Two other comments were made that indicate the extremes
that exist in the feelings teachers have about the computer.
One respondents stated the following:
ülith the computers in someone elsefs room that f canrt
äccess, no money for programs, no large screen for
classroom display, no time for upkeep on software
' because of increasing workroad and money diverted from
l-aboratory equipment to get more computers r canrt use
5

Us

,

!

r have truly come to resent the arrival of the comput.er.
They are a misappropriaLion of precious timited
resources. No neh¡ money is availabre. other areas
suffer and for

what?

At the other end of the spectrum. the forlowing
nas

made:

f

am

strongly biased to the use of computers in

77

comment

I

strongly biased to the u.se of computers in
simulation, concept development, problem solving
practice, generar appì.ication. A whore crass working in
a Mac lab on physics and rearning is a stimulating
experience for both teacher and students.
am

Both of these comments show the strong feelings that can
be held concerning the application of the computer to the

teaching of physics. They indicate the range of experience,
impact and emotion this topic can create in the life of
someone

teaching physics today.

7B

Chapter

V

DISCUSSION

Respondents

rt was felt the respondent group fair]y represented
the population for two reasons. Firstly, over half the
population provided usabre data. secondry, the make-up of
the respondent group, as shown in Table 1, closei.y resembres
that of the popuration. No comparison related to gender were
made because

the number oÉ females in the popuration and the

respondent group was

1ow.

Aqe. Teaching Experience and Tvoe of User

.

The younger respondents seem to have embraced the

technology more than the older respondents. perhaps this is
because the youngest respondents wirr almost have grovrn up in
the age of personar computers çihire the order respondents may
feel- they are to ord to rearn about computers. Being further

on in their career, the older teachers may feer it is too
late for them to learn to use the computer effectivery or
perhaps they don't see any point in changing their approach
to teaching at this stage. Further, the ol-der teachers may
consider the computer to be another technoLogicar fad that
will have no real impact on education. Elsewhere in the
survey, a number of respondents did indicate they were not
convinced of the computerts benefit.

teachers could have been ralionatizing
change.

79

of these older
their reluctance to

some

t{ith age comes experience. The trends discussed in the
previous paragraph were evident in this comparison. As can
be seen from Tabl_e ZL, for every group up to 24 years
experience, the largest portion of that group far-rs in the
regular user category. However, for respondents with 25 or
more years of teaching experience, the largest proportion ç{as
classified as a non-user.
The respondents with under 5 years teaching experience
e¡ere almost equaLly

distributed between the five user
caLegories. However, with 5 or more years experience, a
rarger portion was classified as regular users. since
teachers neçv to the profession are so busy dealing with arl
the demands put on them in their first years, one would
expect that they are too busy ?'surviving' to be innovative
and introducing computer technorogy into their classroom.
üJith a few years experience, it seems that more of them have

found the Lime, energy and desire to use the computer in
their teaching. At the other end of the experience spectrum,
one sees that those respondents with 25 years or more
experience have, generarJ-y, not taken up the technology.
They may feer they have rtmissed the boat'? or been born too

earry or they

of the opinion "you canrt teach an oLd
dog new tricksrt. On the other hand, some of them have
embraced the computer enthusiastically and are usÍng it quite
frequently on a regular or intensive basis.
may be

one respondent said that after 24 years of teaching and

despite

some

anxiety he was onry no' rearning to use the
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computer. Perhaps, those newest to the profession and those
who are oÌder shourd be given special consideration in
overcoming the barriers to computer use they encounter.
The respondents to this survey had the same number of
years teaching experience on average as the study by prelre
and Hiatt (1989). The respondents to this survey had more

teaching experience than those of the ETp (19g7) survey. The
ETp (1987) study found that 60% of its respondents had 11 or
more years of teaching experience while this survey had
78.9%. This may be because the ETp survey involved teachers
from aIl grade revers rvhire this survey onry involved
secondary school physics teachers. rf secondary schools tend
to have older, more experienced teachers, then the difference
between the two surveys wourd be explained. rn addition,
this survey was done two years after the ETp survey and so
each teacher stilr in the schools would have that much more
exper ience

.

Deqrees Held and TVpe of User
From this study it wourd appear that physics Leachers

with a higher level of university degree (M.Sc. or M.Ed.)
tend to use the computer more. This study found that the
highest proportion of regular and intensive users was for
those respondents with a Master of science degree. This
could be the case because these teachers are the most
comfortable with the course material and so rook for ways to
enhance their teaching by being as innovati-ve as possibre.
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The computer would provide a natural extension of their

expertise and these teachers ssould feel very confident and
comfortabl-e with using the computer or any nevr technorogy in
their cÌassroom.
The number of respondents with a physics major

approximatei-y the same, but stightly
Prelle and Hiatt (1989).

vras

more than lhat Ëound by

Teachers with more training in physics or science tended
to use the computer more than those who had ress training.
To account for the rerationship between computer us¿ ¿,nd
advanced training an physics, as measured by the number of

physics courses taken at university or advanced degree, one
courd speculate that with more familiarity with the subject
matter would come the desire to make the subject being taught
more inLeresting, up-to-date and in touch with the technology
of the day. rn addition, because of a good comfort level

with the material being taught, the teacher with more
knowledge of the subject would need less time to prepare the
material and would have more time to try new things, Iike
using the computer in the cl-assroom.
Based on the number of university physics courses l:aken,
this study seems to show the respondents from those schoors
in the me tropo r i tan area çvere be tter prepare<i to teach
physics than those outside. This may be because the larger
population centres seem to hold a greater attraction for
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people than do the smaller, rural or northern centres. h¡iLh
the demand for physics teachers in metropolÍtan areas being

firred by the more quarified appricants, the schoors outside
the metropolitan areas wourd have to firl their demands from
the remaining candidates, those with fewer university physics
courses.

Phvsics Course Teachinq Load and Tvoe of User
The findings of this study imply that as a teacher

has more physics in their job description they wiJ-r tend to
use the computer more. rf a teacher had only a few sections
of physics and had several_ other courses to prepare.as

I, they might not take the time to,_learn a certain
computer application for the classroom if they were going to
use it only a few times during the year. consider the case
of a teacher in a small school that offers physics every
second year and to only one section of each level. courd a
teacher justify the expense, time, and effort for a certain
wel

computer application and remember the proper procedure if

they only used it once every other year? on the other hand,
a teacher with several physics sections might take the time
and effort to l-earn to apply the computer for some purpose if
they were going to use that application repeatedly.
Traininq in Complrter Applications and School Location
The fact that the respondents were most likely to
been self-taught showed a good degree of initiative
in
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have

providing their own training in computer applications. The
nature of the technorogy makes this possible but arso shoç¡s
the desire teachers have to l-earn more about the computer and
how to better use it in their teaching of physics.

The fact that respondents from schools in the rurar area
were least Iikely to have training informalry from others

implies teachers from schools in the rural area are Less
likeLy to be helping each other rearn about the computer.
The rural schools tend to be smaller and with fewer

colreagues it wourd tend to be more difficult
to share time
and knowledge. Respondents from suburban schoors did not
have much more training informarly.

These respondents

came

from several school divisions and so act somewhat in
isolation, but perhaps not to the same degree as those
respondents schools outside üJinnipeg. Respondents from urban
schools showed a much higher amount of training informally.
Being in the same division and coming from larger schools may
have given these teachers more opportunity to get together
and share their knowledge and learn from each other.
credit courses, of the four main methods of training,

the greatest commitment of time, effort and expense.
This courd explain why this method was reported the reast.
In contrast, in-service training is perhaps the easiest
demand

training to acquire with many school divisions offering
training sessions of a few hours to fuI1 day sessions.
trends in the degree of use of the various
training methods were revealed by this study. úJhen compared
No new
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to the ETP (7987) study and to Lehman (1985) no significantry
different levels of use were noted, despite five years
passi'ng s.ince the Lehman study. This may be the case because
the technorogy present in most schools today does not differ

to any extent from what it was at the time of these earlier
studies. Teachers today may not feer any different need Êor
training than they did five years ago. rn addition, the
educational system may noL be capable of changing any faster
than it has over the last few years.
Methods of training other than the four major ones
mentioned in this question of the survey do not seem to be
significant source of training. very few respondents
mentioned other types of training.

a

Traininq in Computer Aoplication and Tvpe of User
self-teaching, reported most by regular or intensive
users may be the most effective with teachers who are highly
motivated to use the computer. Hence, the association
between sel-Ê-teaching and frequent computer use. rt may arso

be that teachers with more physics courses have a greater
aptitude at computers. The fact that being setf-taught

related so strongry to the respondent being a regular or
intensive user was not surpr izLng. rf someone has taken the
time to teach themselves the technorogy, they will most
likeIy put that skill to use.
Despite credit courses being the reast used of the four
main training methods, it .was almost as strongly related as
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being serf-taught in producing a teacher v¡ho was either a
regurar or intensive user. credit courses demand the largest
commitment of time and money compared to any of the other
training methods. GÍven that commitment, it is
understandable that someone who had decided to take a credit
course intends to put that knowledge to use.
t{hen compared

to the other methods of training, inservice is the least rikely to be rer-ated positively to the
respondent being a reguì_ar or intensive computer, In
addition, of the four main methods of training, in-service
had the highest percentage of non-users. The cause of this
trend coul-d be manyford. Many teachers may have taken inservice training for fear of being reft behind in the
computer revolution but feel no desire, as.yet, to use the
computer in any way. They may have had to take this type of
training but have an insufficient lever of confidence or
other support to imprement computers in their teaching. rnservice training tends to come in short introductory sessions
rather than the more in-depth study of a credit course, t1¡ith
no real feeling for what they can do with the technology,
someone who has had a few in-service sessions could easily
become deterred by any smarr barrier they should encounter.

The fact that teachers not from metropolitan schoors

were the least rikery to use the computer--had the lowesL
percentage of regurar or intensive users and the highest
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percentage of non-users--may be due to for several factors.

crosely rerated to school student popuration is the number of
teachers with science as part of their job description.
schools with the rower numbers of science teachers had the
highest percentage of non-users and the rowest percentage of
regular or intensive users.
[üith fewer colleagues around to share ideas and support
each other, there may be less mutuar encouragement to use the

computer. fn larger schools where one teacher was a regular
user there wourd likery be at reast one more regular user.
rn this sitting teachers could work together in applying the
computer to their science teaching. Teachers in smarl
schools are at a disadvantage compared to their colreagues in
larger schools with more science teachers.

For schools with 5 or more teachers of science, there is
probably a science department and the teachers onry teach
science or have the rarger portion of their job description
in the science area. These teachers may teach severaL
courses with 1ittle

change from year to year.

This

famiriarity and comfort with the subject wourd give that
teacher time to enhance the courses they teach and introduce
new ideas and include the computer in this endeavor, on the
other hand, a teacher from a smal-l school with few science
teachers will probabry be teaching more science courses in
more grade l-evels and so vvould have less time to try new

things, such ès imprementing the computer into the crassroom.
As one respondent noted at the end of the survey:
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r generally teach 1,2 different courses besides physics
on a two year basis so find it difficurt to spend much
time i-ncorporating computers into ANy of the courses.
Despite many schoors having a rarge number of computers,
not all the computers in a school_ would be available for use
in the physics crassroom. This can be seen when one compares
the mean number of computers in the school (zg.g) with the
of computers availabre for physics classroom use
(9.2). some computers would be dedicated for use by the
administration of f ice onry. ot.hers may be in a room used
every singl-e period of the timetable for computer sci_ence,
data processing or keyboarding classes. rt would appear that
mean number

other subject areas have priority

and physics teachers do not
always have access Èo the computers in the school- to meet

their need. Prelle and Hiatt (1989) had found an average of
6.7 computers availabre on a shared basis Êor class use. The
difference between the findings of pre1le and Hiatt and
this study was not seen as significant.
Either number of
computers' 6.7 or 9,2 for the average class, would sti1l mean
a student would work in a group of three or Éour students.
small- schools may be at an advantage in having a greater
access to Lhe computers present in the school. rt may be

that being in a smalL school, as are most schoors outside the
metropolitan area, couLd be an advantage in that the computer
laboratory may not be completery booked during the day. This
wourd reave it open for use by the physics crass or any other
class for that matter.

oo

00

It seems that despite schools having computers, physics
teachers do not have access to most of them. üJith regard to
using the school computers in physics cì-ass, responses from
teachers in suburban schools closely resembled those from
teachers outside the metropolitan area. rf a class set of
computers is taken to be l_0 or more computers, then only T of
L9 respondents in urban schools, 11 of 30 respondents in
suburban schools and 29 of 54 respondents outside the
metroporitan area feeÌ they have access to a crass set of
computers. ldhether the respondents wourd take the time and
troubre to arrange for the use of the computer raboratory is
another question. some respondents had Índicated that they
wouLd not.

Ownership of a Persollrl Computer

today oi.rn a computer than did severar
years ago. The 57.7% of respondents who indicated they owned
a computer was a dramatic jump from the 20% reported by the
Many more t,eachers

ETP

survey o f.

7987

.

The ETP study continued to say that

a

teacher from a schoor in northern Manitoba lvas considerably
more likely to own a computer. This survey found that it was
more likely that a respondent outside the urban area wirl own
a computer than a respondent from a school in the
metropolitan area. The geographic descriptors of the ETp
study and this study did not a1low for any closer
comparisons, al-Lhough the two findings do noL contradicL one
another.
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rt is interesting to note, that of the respondents not
owning a computer, over two-thirds (67.4%) were not sure they
çsould ever acquire a computer . r t woul_d seem that those ç.rho
see the computer as having value have already obtained one
and are using them in their teaching and those who do not yet
orvn a computer have not been convinced the computer has
enough worth to make them even pran on owning a computer in

the future.
a computer may an indicator of whether a teacher
uses the computer at school. If a teacher thinks the
computer is valuabl_e enough to own one, they are likely to
think it is valuable enough to use at school.
Owning

COMPUTER APPLICATTONS

of Certain Computer Appl_ications
In agreement with a recent study (pre]le a Hiatt, 19g9)
the three most widery used applications were for word
processing, handling of marks and demonstrations or
simulations. However, the prelle and Hiatt study reported
Awareness

higher percentages tor the number of teachers who had tried
most of the applications.
The most widery used applications reported came in the

instructionar

area, The increased use of these
applications was evident when compared to the findings of
Becker (1983), who surveyed the generar teacher population.
The computer-based laboratory area vras the next most reported
area of use. Here the computer was used more for simuration
management
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and demonstration than for the corlection and dispJ_ay of data
or for data analysis. usage for these purposes r{ere less

than those reported by Lehman (lggs). Lehman.s survey rras to
science teachers in general and not to physics teachers
specifically.
However, he found that teachers used the
computer at about equal rates in their physics, biol0gy or
chemistry crasses and at half that rate or Ìess in their
other science cl-asses. Beclcer (19g3) surveyed teachers at
arl grade levers in arr subject areas. His findings were in
closer agreement to those of thÍs survey. [dhen Lehman and
Becker r{ere compared, it seemed that science teachers used
the computer for these applications more than teache.rs in
generar do. some of the differences between these three
surveys may also be attributed to the fact that Lehmanrs
study çras conducted 14 months after Becker,s whi_ch was
conducted about seven years before this one. Furthermore,
the population for each study was different.

student use of the computer either in drilr and practice
or as a word processor closery forl_owed those of the computer
based laboratory. This rate of use was about half those
reported by Lehman (l-98s) and a l_ittle rower than those of
Becker (1983). Becker may have found higher rates of use
because he surveyed teachers of any subject at any grade

level.

rt courd be the case that dri1l and practice are used
much more in the lower grades where basic skirts are first
taught. This writer has come across very few drill and
practice programs for the high school Lever. rt is not clear
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why Lehmanfs findings were so much higher than those of this

studyts.

Never-the-l-ess, it seems that teachers in the
united states have been using the computer more than those in
this study.
Using the computer for student problem solving as

a

tutor, as a calculator, for test scoring and as an object of
instruction where the educator teaches about computer
applications received armost the same response rate. Again,
these findings were about half the application rates reported'
by Lehman (1985). These results were comparabre to the
findings of Becker (1983).
using the computer for instructional games does not seem
to have changed in popurarity over the rast few years. This
survey's findings vrere simil-ar to Lehman (199s) and Becker
(1983). Based on the comments oÉ some respondents, it tras
clear most respondents do not consider computer games as a
valid educational experience.
For applications not yet used, the respondents woul-d
Ìike to use the computer most in the laboratory. This is
discussed further in the next section of this chapter. The
computer assisted learning area obtained the second highest
response rate in this question. As welL, the respondents

reported the folrowing apprication with comparabLe rates:
using the computer to retrieve information from a database"
to solve probì-ems presented to the students and to teach
computer applications to physics. rt seems crear from the
responses to this section that the respondents wourd like to

q2

use the computer more in many areas but how readiry this çril1
happen remains to be seen. Desire is one thing, bringing

that desire into reality is another matter.
There are certain applications physics teachers seem to
have rejected. The physics teachers were arso asked to
indicate which applications they wouLd not use. use as a
calculator was the application most rejected by the
respondents. Perhaps today,s calculators are poveerful

enough

and the computer is redundant in this area. Test scoring
also mentioned to a high degree in this question. For

was

scoring multiple choice items the computer is a varrrabre
tool. However, r suspect this method of testing does not
a substantiar portion of the testing done by most
physics teachers. [ùritten answers may revear more of how a
student thinks than multiple choice answers. As an exampre
of an erectronic device and the computer as a communication
make up

tool vJere the uses next most rejected. These particular
applications are not directry related to any topic in the
curr icul um.
lthile the respondents were generarly aware of most of
the computer applications, it is interesting to note that
there was a low level of alrareness of such commonplace uses
as retrievaL of information from a database and
communication.

Aoolications of most Personal

VaIue
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The appl-ications indicated as having the most personal

value do not correspond to those being most used. The
respondents indicated that applications from the computer
based laboratory would have the most value and yet, those
apprications Êrom the instructional management area were the
ones being used most. This may be because instructional

uses: (a) were the easiest and quickest to J_earn,
(b) may have been the least expensive, (c) may have been what
the avairabre equipment permitted, or (d) r{ere the least
threatening in that the teacher uses them alone and not in
front of a class. Arso, a teacher might prefer to first
build up expertise with the computer for personal_
management

apprications before trying to learn those applications that
would be used in front of a class where there is more at
stake should something not go as planned.

rn this section teachers were asked to evaluate those
applications they had used. All appJ-ications received a
positive evaruation, this çvas in agreement with the ETp
(L987

) survey which reported 90% of senior high teachers
found the computer to be useful or very useful
The most negative evaluation was to the use of the
computer for providing tutorial- instruction.
perhaps the

challenge of physics as a subject and the quality of most
software does not provide for much success in this area.
It appears that teachers will_ onJ.y use those
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applications that are serving them wi11. This assertion is
based on the fact that appLications in the instructional
management area lrere the best received and most widely
used
while other appl ication were rated loçser.

The only applications that çrere reported to be used on a
daily basis by more than one respondent were physics materiar-

generation and,/or word processing and marks caLcur.ation
and'/or reportíng' both from the instructionar management

area. In agreement with preLle and Hiatt (19gg) these two
applications were al_so the ones most used on a weekll, basis.
rn addition, these findings agree with those mentioned in the
previous two sections of this chapter, with those
applications used and most valued,
a monthly basis, calculation and,/or reporting of
marks and simulation,/demonstration were indicated most aird on
a yearly basis, the simulation - demonstration mode was
reported as Lhe most widery used. once again, this vrès found
On

to be in agreement with prelre and Hiatt (1989). The other
computer-based laboratory uses and those in the computer
assisted learning area vJere arso reported to a larger degree
compared to the other applications.

Again' it can be seen that the respondent group Í{as
using the computer more for purposes outside the crassroom
than in the crassroom. Reasons for this may have to do with
the particurar barriers a teacher encounters, one computer
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with a smarr screen in front of a rarge class is not
effective. There may be a probrem with a rack of suitabr_e
hardware and software. other barriers are discussed in
section devoted to that topic.

a

use of the computer in-cl_ass does not seem to have
changed significantry over the past five years. ïf one

the onry in-crass use oÊ the computer mentioned in
this survey was in the computer_based laboratory , this study
found that on a weekty basis around 7.r% of Lhe respondents
used the computer in this fashion. Lehman (19g5) found
a
similar result.
assumes

rn agreement with Lehman (rgg7), this study shows a
rel-ationship between type of user and some schoor- demographic
factors. A respondent from a non-metroporitan schoor was
l-east likely to be a regular user. As has been previously
mentioned, it is the non-metroporitan schoors that tend to
have the smaLrer enrorr.ments and smar-rer science departments
where less computer use is found,
Most of the respondents rabered as intensive users

came

from schools outside the metroporitan area, However, these
teachers made up the smarr.est proportion of respondents from
their area. Once again, the geographic difference for
respondents from schools outside the metropolitan area
distinguishes it from the urban and suburban areas which

closely resemble each other.
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several respondents indicated that their only use of the
computer with respect to the course topics was as a word
processor for generating worksheets, labs or tests. In view
of such comments, the percentages reported should not be
taken t.o indicate how many physics teachers have had their
students using the computer in crass. rf the experience of
other teachers matches my own, there is rittre time enough to
teach the core topics ret arone one of the optionar topics.
It is felt, therefore, that the findings for this question
indicate, if nothing erse, those course topics actuarry beì_ng

taught.

The optíonar topics show J-ow computer usage because
they are seldom taught, not because the computer has no

application in that context.
The Physics 200 course topics A through F ( see Tabre 1s
are core topics anrr shourd be taught by aJ-r teachers. rn the
Physics 300 curricul_um, topics A through F are the qore
topics. rt shoutd be noted that in physics 300 the optics
)

uni-t' topic H, previously was a substantial portion of the
Physics 200 course before curricurum revision made it an
optional topic for the physics 300 course.

Student use of the Computer

This study found that students vrere using the computer
much more than other studies have found. The most common
reported use of the computer by students nã.s as a word
97

processor for the writing of laboratory reports. This was
more than three times the rate reported by Lehman (198s) and
almost nine times that reported by Becker (1993). prelle and
Hiatt (1989) mentioned student use of this computer

application but did not quantify it. rt is evident that
Leachers today see many more of their students using the
computer. rt should be noted that Lehman surveyed high
schooL science teachers and Becker surveyed al_r teachers at

all grades in all subjects. One would expect Becker to get a
lower response rate on this item given his poputation.
using the computer to create graphs vras the next most
frequentry reported use of the computer, Making graphs r"¡ith
the computer was reported even less frequently.
Students appear to be using the computer despite the
role model provided by their physics teacher. rt seems that

students wilI use the computer despite having a physics
teacher who rarely uses the computer and so does not act as
strong role model in this regard. Perhaps these students
have other teachers, adul-ts, or other students as roLe
models.

rt could be that teachers who use the computer are more
aware of their students using the computer. rn every case
reported, for every student use, the large majority of the
respondents werè either regurar or intensive users" rt

far less J.ikely that the respondent
infrequent or occasional user.
Barriers to Comouter Application
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vJas

a non-user or

an

was

a

This study found the barrier most indicated was the rack
of suitabre software. This agrees with the findings oÉ
several others (Cuban, 1986, Aiken and Braun, 1980,). Lehman
(1985) includes this barrier as one of the three he suggests
as why very few teachers are using computers regularly in
their science classes. Both the quarity and the quantity of
the software discouraged respondents from using the computer.
This is a persistent problem mentioned by authors (Hawkridge,
L983, Bialo and Erickson, 1985, Tashner, i-gg4, Martin" rggo,
Evans, 1986 ) since 1980 which does not appear to have been
resolved.
The other barrie' mentioned by more than harf the

respondents eras the lack of readily avaitabre computers in

the school-. This is in agreement with the findings of the
ETP (1987) study çrhich found ress lhan 50% oÊ teachers happy
with the access to computers in their school. Teachers need
the technology in their crassroom if they are to use it.
Lack of 'time was mentioned several- times in response to
this question. Given a piece of software a teacher must find
time to evaluate it, and if it is suitable, Iearn how to use
it and find an appropriate time and place for use in the
classroom.

Prel1e and Hiatt (l-989) summarized their constraining
factors of inadequate funding, preparation Lime, and numbers
of computers as all real1y being a problem of funding.
These three barriers ( software, access and time ) were

the most indicated and lrere very simiLar to those
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cuban

(1986) found as the barriers to educationarvideo use in
school-s. rt rvourd èppear the ressons to be Iearned
from the
introduction of that educationar technorogy were
not obvious
nor taken into account with the introduction of computers.
The findings of this survey and others refute
the myth
presented by Nathan (1995) that the lessons
to be rearned
from the past attempts to introduce technology in
the
classroom are clear and obvious. Lehman (r9g5)
mentioned
lack of access, training and software as the three
main
barriers to computer application.

ït was found that the barrier mentioned with the fourth
highest frequency ç,rås the matter of training. Training
reguires time, something educators arb pressed to find
more
of' The technorogy is rapidly changing and keeping pace
with
that change arso requires time. Four comments made at
the
end of the survey mentioned the problem of training.
sometimes this barrier was ar-so rinked to both lack
of ti_me
and

money.

Not being convinced of the benefit of computers was
reported by the fifth highest number of respondents. rt
would appear these respondents have not seen enough evidence
that the computer is an effective tool to be used in the

cl-assroom. rf teachers are not convinced of the benefit of
computers, it is unlikely they will try to overcome
any of the other barriers they encounter.
The other barr iers ç+ere chosen to lesser extents .
concerning the software - hardware mismatch one teacher
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that a job transfer put him in a school r¡here his
so f tvvare Í{as no ronger usable , r f some o f his programs
where
self-generated' his frustration is easily understandabre.
commented

Given the budgetary restraint of most schoors, teachers are
forced to make decisions as to what they will purchase r¿ith

their rimited funds. rt was found that some of the
respondents woufd rather spend the money elselvhere than on
computers' Either their budget is too smarl to afford any
useful- amount of equipment or they may not be convinced of
the computer's benefit.
Given the number of barriers that a teacher could
encounter in their attempts to use the cornputer, one can see
the difficulty a teacher would have in deciding which barrier
should be reduced first.

rn

some cases

the teacher

has

little contror over their circumstances and so may be in
position to do anything about the barriers that confront

no

them.

Barriers and Tvpe of User
Tt would appear the barrÍers of concern to the regurar
or intensive user tends to be different than those of the
non-user. while those who use the computer most are
concerned with probrems of computer availabirity,
l_ack of
software' and equipment mismatch, the non-user is primarily
concerned with rack of training and time and isnrt convinced
the technology has benefit.

the problem of software is a barrier even experienced
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computer users are stilt

encountering, of these respondents
who reported this barrier, 60.4% were regular or intensive
users. The software these respondents ?rere using was meeting
some of their needs but was still
inadequate. This feeling
was borne out by the rarge number of responses at the end of
the survey that mentioned this barrier.

Teacher s may have adequate access to computer for
instructional management purposes where only one computer is
required' but inadequate numbers for computer use in the

classroom. For such use, the teacher would need acces;s to
either a crass set of computers or some projection system
that vroul-d a1low the entire c]ass to see what rras presentecl
on one computer.
There must be an element of frustration for those
respondents çvho indicated a problem with equipment mismatch.
They know how to use the computer (and are doing so) but feel

limited by the fact that they can not appry what they
because a computer is available and there is software
available but they do not work together.

know

The first

three opinion questions deart with the present
and future role of the computer in the teaching of physics.
The present role of the computer was the point of the first
question. The results strongly indicated that the
respondents do not feel the computer is playing a very

significant role at present. This corresponds with the

L02

findings that the majority of respondents do not use the
computer on a regurar basis and that never more than half of
the respondent group had used the computer in any fashion for
any topic in the curriculum.
rt would appear that teachers see the computer playing a
more significant

rore in the future. The second and
third opinion questions found that the respondents fert the
next l-0 years rather than the next 5 years wourd bring about
significant change in the roLe the computer prays in their
teaching of physics. Not surprisi-ngly, the respondents
indicate a greater anticipation of change with the passage of
more time.

It would appear a small majority of teachers are
confident about their revel- of training in cornputer
application.

More of the respondent group agreed strongly

with the fourth opinion statement than any other in this
section of the survey. Previously in the survey, 2g.g".a ot
the respondent group indicated they found their training a
barrier to using the computer. rn responding to this
question, a similar proportion of respondents felt their
training was inadequate enough to disagree or strongly
disagree with the statement. This agreement tends to add to
the validity of the survey
trdhether these results are seen
to contradict Prelle and Hiatt ( 19S9) is unclear.

Prelle and Hiatt concluded their respondents were experienced
enough and sufficiently prepared to successfuJ.ly use the
computer. Given the large number of respondents who agreed
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or strongJ_y agreed with this statement, there were other
barriers to their application of the computer to their
teaching of physics that were more significant.
Most teachers see the computer as being a beneficiar
device. This is evident from the fact that the majority of
the respondent group saw the computer as a device with more
advantages than disadvantages. The fifth question of
the ten
in this section asked whether the computer had more

disadvantages than advantages, The number of respondents
that disagreed or strongly disagreed with this statement were

far more than the number that agreed or strongly agreed.
This is in agreement with the larger number of the
respondents who reported frequent use of the computer.
The next three statements invorveci the physics students
and the computer. The first of these lsas about whether
physics studenls shourd have a minimum understanding of the
computer.

of the respondent group indicated their
students should have some understanding about the computer
and yet, if a large proportion of them do not provide any
interaction between their students ancl the computer in their
classes, where are their students going to deverop that
understanding? once again, the barriers preventing teachers
from using the computer more, especÍally in crass, come to
Many

mind.

The middle of these three statements dealt with the

students being abte to write

simple program. This question
had more respondents indicating a neutral opinion than any
a
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other.

the whol_e, the opinion was for only a slight
agreement. rt would appear that programming ability is not a
cl-ear issue among the respondent group. some teachers, rike
Tinker (l-981), berieve that the student should be able to
calibrate their experience, get an intuitive feeling for the
concept under study, using the computer and suitable
software. one respondent mentioned that using the computer
On

should be like driving a car, Many peopre can drive a car
but know very littIe about how it works or how it operates.
The same shourd be true for the computer. on the other hand,
some would argue that knowing how to program teaches the

student something about problem solving and thinking.
Beyond the computer having an impact and a roÌe in
physics, the respondent group indicated their students need
to see the computer in a broader societal context, as wel].
The Iast stat.ement concerning physics students was about
theÍr understanding the role of computers in todayrs society.
This question had the highest agreement and the greatest
consensuS.

The final question of this section asked the respondents
to compare the rate of computer application oE physics

teachers to that of their colleagues in other subject areas.
This question had more respondents than any other who said
they fert unable to answer, The overall- opinion had teachers
from other subject areas applying the computer to a greater

extent than physics teachers. Either teachers do not
communicate with each other about such matters or the revels
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of computer use in the schools are so Iow that the trends are
not clear to teachers in the school. l¡ith schools operating
with departments that do not interact, one can see r.rhy
physics teachers woul-d not feel- confident in responding about
the degree that other subject teachers use the computer.
Teachers from small- schools who would not see many other
teachers at work woul_d have the same hesitancy.
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Chapter VI
CONCLUSTONS AND IMPLICATTONS FOR FUTURE PRACTTCE
CONCLUSIONS

Based on

the findings of the study the forlowing

conclusions were drawn¡

1. Teachers under 50 years old were most likely to
regular of the computer, whil-e those under 50 years were most
like1y to be non-users.
2. Teachers with ress than 2E years teaching experi_ence
ç{ere nost likeIy to be regurar u.sers whire teachers with 25
or more years of teaching experience were most likely to be
non-users.

3. A Master of Science degree was the degree most
strongly associated with a teacher being a regular or
intensive user of the computer.
4. Teachers with more university physics courses were
more likery to teach in suburban or urban schools than rural
schoo I s .

5. Teachers with S, 6, or more university physics
courses lrere the most J-ikeIy to be regular of intensive users
and more 1ike1y to be teaching in a metropolitan schooL.
6. Teachers with a rarger portion oÊ physics teaching
in their job description were more Likely to be computer
users.

7. Teachers !íere most 1ike1y to be self-taught in
computer appl ications.
8. Teachers in schools with smal-1 science departments,

r07

which tend to be in rural school-s, were reast likely to
taught informally by others.

be

9. Being self-taught and training through credit
courses were the training methods most likely to be
associated with a teacher being a regular or intensive user.
fn-service training was the least 1ikeIy to be so.
10. On an average, one third of the computers in a
school were considered to be available for physics cLassroom
use.

11. Teachers outside the metropolitan area rvere most
likely to personal_Iy own a computer.
12, Teacher owning a computer rÍere more rikery than
non-owners to be users oË the computer at school.
13. Teachers use the computer most frequently for
instructional management purposes, namely, for word
processing and handling of marks.
14, Physics teachers would most like to use the
computer in the laboratory. computer based laboratory

apprications were the ones the respondents said had the
personal value.

most

15. All computer apprications were favorable evaruaLed.
16. computers are most used in reration to the core
areas of the curriculum.
L7 - students were found to be using the computer to a
greater degree than in any previous study.
18. Lack of satisfactory software, adequate access
to computers in the schools, and sufficient time were the
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barriers

most mentioned.

19.

Physics teachers do not feel the computer is
playing a significant rore in their teaching at present but
see that role changing significantly
in the next 10 years.
II'IPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE

Based on the findings

of this study and the conclusions

drawn,. the foll-owing are implications

i..

Computer based laboratory

for practice:

applications

of the

computer be given priority,

2.

computer applications

should be directed to those

course topics that belong to the core.
3.

Priority

should be given to increasing the amount of
suitable software. Both the quarity and quantity of the
software should be addressed.
4,

Teachers should be given Lhe opportunity and the
encouragement to train themselves as to how to apply the

computer to their physics teaching.
5.

Teachers be encouraged and given the opportunity to
take credit courses in computer applications to physics

teaching.
6.

Physics teachers should be given more access to the
computers arready in the schools for crass work. Fairing
this,

they should be given better equipment for allowing the
entire crass to see what is being done on one computer with
the aid of overhead projection
7.

or large screen display.

Physics teachers need to be given input into

t 09

decisions about wirat hardware and software is provided in the
school-

.

8.

Physics teachers from smal1 schools or schooLs with
smarl science departments be given more opportunity to meet
with colleagues to share their knowledge about the computer.
9' Teachers newest to the profession and those who are
older'

if necessary, should be given greater opportunity and
encouragement to l-earn how to imprement the computer into
their physics teaching.
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Appendix

A

Jerry Friesen
2L6 [{ildwood Park

[ùinnipeg, Manitoba R3T

083

Dear Colleague,

is Jerry Friesen. f teach at Fort Richmond
Collegiate in t{innipeg. I am requesting your participation
in a survey about the use of computers by the physics
teachers of Manitoba. The survey is part of my thesis for
Master of Education.
My name

my

Responding to the survey would take about 20 minutes to

complete. Your answers wil-1 remain confidential. The
identif ication number on the survey wiJ_J_ onl"y be used to send
a second request to participate to those not responding to
this initial invitation. If you do not wish to participate,
simply return the survey in the stamped, self-addressed
enveLope provided.

A summary of survey findings will be made available at

some

later date. Those wishing to obtain further information
reach the researcher at the address given above.
Thank you

for your valuable time ànd consideration.
Yours truly,

Jerry Friesen
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Appendix

B

A Survev of Computer Use bv the Phvsics Teachers of Manitobaf ns

trrrc t ions

PIease answer each question following the instructions gÍven.
FeeI free to make any comments or questions as you reply or
use the last item as a free response opportunity.
Thank you.
I Demographics
1. Sex. Circle the appropriate number.
MaLe I

Fema1e

2

2. Age. Check one.
20-29 ()

30-39()

40-49 ()

50-59()

60ormore()

3. State how many years of teaching experience you have.
!ùrite the number in the space provided.
Years of teaching experience

4. fndicate which degree(s) you have. Check as many as
apply. If possible, state your major and minor.
B. À.
B. Sc.
B. Ed.
M. Sc.
Ph. D.

Maj

or

Minor

or
or
or

Minor

Major
Maj
Maj
Maj

Other ( speci

Êy

M

M

inor

inor

Minor

)

5. fndicate the number of fuIl courses (or equivalent) in
physics have you had at university? For example, one ÉuI1
course = two half courses = 6 credit hours = two semesters
or terms.
None ( ) 1 ( ) 2( ) 3 ( ) 4( ) 5 ( ) 6ormore ( )
6, fndicate the number of classes/sections of physics you
are teaching this school year 1989-90. Write the number
in the parentheses.
Physics 200 (
) Physics 300 (
)
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7. fndicate what training
as many as apply.

in computers you have had.

A. ïn-service(s)
(
B. Credit course(s)
(
C. fnformally from others (

check

)

)
)

D. SeIf-taught
()
E. Other (specify)_
( )
F. None.
(
Indicate where are you presently teach ing. Check one.
A. Urban lùinnipeg ( lrtrinnioeg No. 1 )
B. Suburban t'Iinnipeg
C. Outside tr{innipeg
¡......
9. state the number of students in your school. write the
number in the space provided.
Number of students
)

10

Indicate the number of teachers who teach science at the
high school level_ in your school_ . lùri te in the number.
Number of teachers who teach sci_ence

State the number of physics students in your school
lùrite the number in the space provided.
Number of physics students
T2
Record the number of computers presently in your school
Write the number in the space prov ided
Number of computers
13
State the number of computers you coul-d have at your
disposal at one time when working with one of your
classes . t{r i te the number in the space provided.
Number of availabl"e computers
74. rndicate rvhether you personarry or{n a computer. check
one. ff Yes, skip Lhe folLowing question.
Yes_(skipno.LS)
( answer no. L5 )
No _
15. fndicate your plans to acquire a computer. Check one"
11

.

Never

Within the next year.
Within the next two years,.,
I¡Iithin the next three years.
No t sure
I17

II Computer Applications
1. With regard to physics teaching, indicate which of the
forlowing computer applications you have used, woutd rike to
use, would not use, or were not aware. Make only one
response under the appropriate column for each apprication.

HAVE WOULD TIOULD I{AS
USED LIKE NOT NOT
TO USE USE AI¡¡ARE

COMPUTER ÀPPLICATION

Computer Assisted Learning
A. Drill
and
B. Tutor ial

pract ice

Instructional games
Instructional- Management

c.

D.

E.
F.

Physics materials generation
and word processing
Test scoring
Calculation and,/or reporting
of marks

Computer Based Laboratory

G. Simulation,/demonstration
H. Gathering data and data display
I. Analysis of data
Other

fnformalion retrieval

database
K.

from

a

Student problem solving or

programml-ng
L. Computer as calculator
M. Teach computer applications
N. Student papers /word processing
o. Electronics instruction
P. Communications
0. Other (specify)

2. rndicate the four computer applications mentioned in the
previous question that you feel are or would be the most
valuable to you personaly in your physics teaching. tùrite
the letter of the applications in the space provided. put
the most valuable application first.
1_
2_
3_
4
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3. For each of the computer apprications listed below that
you have used' circle the scare value that best describes
your evaluation of that teaching experience. use the scale
given below. If you have not used a certain application
c ircl- e number 6 on the scaL e .
lent
L2

Excel

Good

At

I

r

ight

Poor

Bad

answer

45

a

COMPUTER APPLICATTOIJ

Unable to
6

EVALUATION

Computer Assisted Learning

A. Drill and practice
B. Tutorial
C. Instructional games

1
1
-L

tructional Management
D. Physics materials generation
ancÌ word process ing
E. Test scoring
F. Calcul-ation and,/or reporting
of marks

2345
234s
2345

6
6
6

2345
2345

6

Ins

1

1

6

Comprrter Based Laboratory

G. Simulation/demonstration
7234s
H. Gathering data and data display L2345
I. Ànalysis of data
r2345

6
6

6

Other

J. Information retrieval from a
da tabase
K. Student problem solving or
programming
L. Computer as calculator
M. Teach computer applications
N. Student papers/word processing
o. Electronics instruction
P. Communications
o. Other (specify)
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L2
T2
L2
T2
L2
T2
T2

345
345
345
345
345
345
345

6
6
6

6
6
6
6

4. For each of the computer applications listed berow, circl-e
the scaLe varue that best indicates the frequency with which
you use each application. Use the scale be1ow.
Daily hleekly MonthJ-y Yearly Never
I2345
Computer Assisted Learning

Frequency

A. Drill and practice
B. Tutor ial
C. Instructional- games
Instruct ional Management
D. Physics materials generation
and ç,¡ord processing
E. Test scoring
F. Calculation and/or reporting
of marks

I
L
7

Z
Z
2

L
1,
1,

Z
Z
2

Computer Based Laboratory

G. Simulation,/demonstration
H. Gathering data and data display
I. Analysis of data

r2345
I2345
r2345

Otl:er

J. ïnformation retrieval
database

from

a

K. Student problem solving or
programming

L. Computer as caÌ cul-ator
M. Teach computer appl ica t io ns
N. Student papers,/ word processing
O. Electronics ins
P. Communications
:
O. Other (specify)

:::::lil

:

L20

I2345
1.2345
L2345
I2345
L2345
72345
L2345

of

Use

3

45
45
45

3
3

45
45

3
3

3

5. Indicate those course topics for which you have used the
computer in some fashion. Check as many as apply.
Physics

200

()
()
()
()
()
()
()
()

A. Linear kinematics
B. Vec tors

Newtonts Laws of Motion
Circular motion
E. Momentum and Impulse
F. tJorl< and Energy
C.
D.

tr.

H.

Heat

Solar energy

I. Facts - nature of science

(J
(J

J. Motion: earth and sky
K. Fluids and hydraulic devices

()
()

L. LocaI option (specify)

Physics

300

A. [üave s
B. Static

(

electricity
(Electric forces and fie 1 ds
D. Basic eLectric circu its
E. Basic magnetism
F. Electromagnetic induction and
alternating current
G. Sound
H. Optics
......
I. Sunburn
J. Earthquakes
......
K. Radiation and biological- effects
L. Special relativity
M. Nalure of the atom
o. Energy futures
P. Alternatives to fossil fuels
0. Science, technology and society
R. LocaL option (specify)

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

()

6. Indicate which of the following are examples of student
initiated uses of the computer that you have observed. Check
as many as apply.
As a calculator
Making data tables
c. Generating graphs ..
D. Analysis of data
E. ûüriting 1ab reports
F. Problem solving
G. Other ( speci fy )
A.
B.

(

)

(

)
)

(
(

)

(

)

(

)

()
()

None
1,21

7. Indicate which of the following would describe why you
have not used the computer or why you have not use¿ thã
computer more. Check as many as appIy.
A. None available in my school ....
B. School computers not easily
available . . .
c . No suitable software
D . No or not enough training
E . Not enough time to l_earn
F . Not convinced of the benefit
G . Negative previous experience

So f tçrare-hardç¿are mismatch
Can better spend money elsewhere
Other ( speci fy )

tl

I

J

(

)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)

)
)

8. For each of the following stateme.nts, circl_e a number on
the scale that best corresponds to how you feel_ about that
statement. Use the scal- e be low
Strongly Agree
Neutral Disagree Strongly Unabl-e to
agree
d isagree
ansf{e r
.)
I2
45
6
A. At present the computer is playing a significant role 1n
my teaching of physics.
.

Strongly

Disagree Strongly Unable to
disagree answer
a
I2
455
B. The role that computers pray in my physics teaching wirl
significantly change in the next five years.
Strongly Agree
Neutral Disagree Strongly Unab1e Lo
agree
d isagree
ansrier
T2
345
6
C. The roLe that computers play in my physics teaching will
change significantly in the next ten years.
Strongly Agree
Neutral Disagree Strongly Unable to
agree
disagree
answer
1a
345
6
D. My training is adequate to permit me to integrate the
computer into my teaching of physics.
Strongly Agree
Neutral Disagree Strongly Unable to
agree
disagree answer
L2
34s6
agree

Agree

NeutralJ

LL

L22

E' The effort to integrate
computer into my teaching of
physics is not the best usethe
of my iime.
Strongly
agree

Agree

NeutraL Disagree Strongly

disagree
5A

Lz3q
F. The computer has more disadvantages than
Strongly
agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

I234

UnabIe to
answer

advantages.

Strongl-y Unable to
disagree ansyrer
^JO

G. Physics students should have
computer appì_ icat ions

a

minimum understanding of

.

Strongly

Agree

Neutral

Strongly Unable to
disagree
answer
'l
.
3+
56
H. Physics students should be able to write a simple program.
Strongly Agree
Neutral_ Disagree Strongly Unable to
a9ree
disagree answer
123q
agree

Disagree

Ê.r
JO

I. The role of the computer in todayrs society should
understood by physics students.
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J. Physics teachers, when compared to colleagues in other
subject äreas, are implementing the computer into the
classroom to a greater extent.
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